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Ha7JJrd natjve pledges $1 ~~n to college
BY KAREN SAMPLES

.

SOUTHEASTERNKENruCKYBuREAU

HAZARD - A New York TV executive who grew up in Hazai:d has pledged
$1 million toward construction of a
regional performing arts and conferen~
center at Hazai:d Community College.
C. Elvin Feltner announced yesterday
that he will match, dollar for dollar, $1.
million in contributions to the school's
building fund.
.
.
"All I can say' is,. on behalf of the
faculty and staff and students, I offer you
our deepest, deepest appreciation for
believing in us, for believing in what we
are doing and what·we can do," college
President Ed Hughes told Feltner at a •
kick-off ceremony yesterday.
Feltner grew up in Krypton, a small
community outside Hazai:d. Through his
company, Krypton International, he has
built 'the largest private film library in
the world, valued at $130 million.
Feltner also is-chairman of Channel
America, a 24-hour commercial TV network. The New York company has
grown in five years to include more than •
100 stations that reach more than 16
million homes.
The coalfield native is also head of
Access America, which Feltner said is
the first satellite network to offer direct
public access to a 24-hour unscrambled
TV service. The network has the potential to reach 35 million viewers in the
United States, Canada and much of
Central and South America.
At the ceremony, Feltiler, __w)!o said
'' '· ;.-., .he :is··1n, his:.late, 50s, ·drew;,
-.laiighter.•,-with ·. his1 'memories·:,oq
. working at the Hazard Dai)y Herald ,'1
-as a teeri-agerL His editor;. he. said, :;
·kept·hiniiroin'.usfug the tiaines·of}
'•two ciinimwiitieii; Busy _and HilPPYl'{
:·.to'_Wrf~.'head!lnes likel~Y½~!1;/.
.·dies-at Happy' home:•,~-?w,r,,i,t
'.:. ' Leaping nimbly,froni tojiic . to!
.· topic, Feltner. spoke qf liiiJ life as an 'i
:, entrepreneur." "4;riishirig fretµ' air-.<i

,: poit,t<J ··afrpprti,;:.:.. ,his: concerns tod
;';,passion··futd:lif!'.arls~Y:·,
.t!ie. fi.ltt,ire?iif.ieduci.fi#{ai:iilN~A
·'r ... f.~1rn;;:~-~~:-t

;,. . ,,.,'OperID'i1ove bpeta,,:iie sai\ii:"P\

· don't understand it; but I ltive it Pd ·,.
Ilove to see'l..a Boheme,.:The•Mar0 .• :'
:' riage· of Figaro, Madame Bulterjly, :·:
' performed in Hazard, so the pec>ple ,
· here can• enjoy them as much as ·I ..:
: do•when -I'm in·New York City:•,,,:<
·· .... He ended,his ta1ki with;a sug~,,:.; gesticm that. dtew hf;3rtY appla~)
."Someday ol would like to·~ !)its
college·· called· the University· 'of
· Kentucky; Hazard campus.lwould
.'also ~ to"see~-it'as 'ii~four-y~·
=h · L,,'"'~-'11'!:-::~r-_,:.a;.~:~!r....::1!"~/'-"1:..1,:. 1 ~' ·:

~'.~oo ·.. ,•.. :: --~r·-· · -• ..::,. -'

··

'7"'flJ#ard;;:qi~uruts'tyf·:·~·c.qllbeuil·l!e'dsi
-mam camp"" C:OllSIS o one
·
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"""""'·are·
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o
er, build'."
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·• ....:::..~·•thrbug·,
· h·'Out 'tlie.,CI
· •ty·.:.
,. 1/1!1•• :,SC!uc:n:u
!-tiier~·1s ht>'studenft:afeteria,·110 art·
; giil)eiy,' no dance ot jiaihtiilg .~iii- ·
··dicis, :and ·'.hii'.large auditorium.' fut •
:, t_heater o{i:oimnunil)' :even~:(,:;':' ":
,: 1';:'A"-'Slilikes~,';'trou1~r•'Jrliri(
''NoH:lf Carolina; Jmitight'lo' .litl!a
:;by'-tne'· tontltitiiiity::ailleg~'°sbiged
snows· 1iii'.- the''Hazai,Fl:Jigh
· School ...
·n;• •"'°' -,i~,,,-,. , ;

studios. Bemitt said' officials will
·
th •
,
propose,
nammg
F
1
· · · e -center ,or. ·
·
·:
, ,e. tner.
·
·•
. . ' The estimated cost will be $16
:million. The college intends to raise
.. the money through donations, a $10
. million bond issue and $3.25 million
. fni.m the federal.govemmerit .. :··• '·
· :'1,:· • -· ...
· • .. •.
F'.~ltner: ha$s{:ffnenged :e ~hl°trmsech,b · .• 1>'!,,.'1f..• ~" ,e,
·1,l~'.:'c' ma• · Y Feb.· 28-,. :. ·, · · · · ·
:r The·gjft·comes·dilting'·Hazard'
:Community_ College's 25th anniver'.~-and is largest smgle
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·/;,The proposed ·studen( perform.,ing arts and regional conference
'center will 0 ~ student dining,and
activity.,rpoms,•dassrooms,'.i-1500· • ·· · · ·' · ·· · •· ·· · ·.. 1 ' ·
seat
terperfoartnnanllce hall;d a CIJ!llfoerence
cell ,
ga ery 8n space fart

the

contri-

·,;f,i, -:· , ';'_. :';i, . ·,: '.•. '. '.'\;.,.:.:.:....,. •·.'

:·:,·;:,
. ·. :•.■.■ · · ,...... ,
,·.
1 ··The Associated Press 'tt»itribut-·
•
ed 'ti,· this''arlfclt!"l';-\r, o>;,1.,ru·:n; :;··,,.
'"~ ., .-:. -~~--. ~ ..... r •'~"i::r.~'~h-~:;i:...-. r., './'.

$1 m·1·111·on pie·d'ged.
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'to Haza·rd college·
·

By KIRSTEN HAUKEBO
Staff Writer

A man who grew up in tiny Kcypton in Perry County and went on to
become a millionaire New York
businessman returned home last
night with a pledge of $1 million for
the local community college.
.. J'he pledge to Hazard Community
College was in the. form of ·a challenge gift in which.he will match every dollar.up to $1 million contributed" before Feb. 28, 1994. If the college cari meet the challenge, it will
be the biggest single gift by an individual to any of the community colleges in the University of Kentucky
system, said spokeswoman Evelyn
Bernitt.
"I believe there is a certain commitment a person should make to
· their home place," C; Elvin Feltner
,said. Toe money will go .toward a
proposed $17 million performing
arts and conference center,
Feltner began his career at age i4
i as a photographer for the Hazard
Daily Herald. While still in high
school, he helped establish the HazIard cable-1V system, one of the nation's first_-··
·
Feltner, who is in his 50s, attended Lees College and Morehead
State University, Bernitt said.
Feltner is chairman of the board
of Channel America, a television
network that serves 16 million
homes, and he heads Access America, a public-access satellite network that serves North America and
much of South and Central America.
.
He owns what -is believed to be
the largest private film library in the
world, valued at $130 million, according to the college.

·

Bernitt said she was confident
that the college could raise the money to match Feltner's pledge. "It's a
challenge, but we've raised $2.3 million during phase one of this campaign. That shows we. can do it,"
she said.
The pledge - hailed as a much' needed boost to tbe school's fundraising efforts - was announced at
a banquet attended by volunteers
and supporters of the Campaign for
Hazard Community College. Campaign fuµds will be used to get authorization of $10 million to $11 million in capital construction bonds
from the 1994 Kentucky General Assembly and a $3. 75 million special
purpose grant from the federal government.
.
·Feltner said he has become accustomed to the finer things in life
. while living in New York. He goes
to the Metropolitan Opera at least
once a month and attends Broadway productions whenever he can.
He said he hopes his contribution •
will help create a facility that will
someday play host to such class
acts.
"I'd love to see (opera star Luciano) Pavarotti perform in-Eastern
Kentucky," he said. "Things I've
been able to enjoy, I'd like to see
come to the coalfields of Kentucky.
If it doesn't, I'll bring one myself."

•
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Mexico Tech, have -made Etscom
comfortable financially.
"I've kicked back some," is how
he puts it.
'

Inventor of nicotine patch
named to·.WKU alumni hall
BY ANDY MEAD
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

1

BOWLING GREEN - People
Magazine compared the discovery
to Isaac Newton and the apple
dropping from a tree.
Or Archimedes watching bathwater rise as he lowered himself
into the tub.
For Frank T. Etscom -JI!, it was
spilling a vial of nicotine on his arm
after tripping over a cord in his
laboratory.
It was as if Etscom, a nonsmoker, had chain-smoked several
cigarettes. He sweated. He was
dizzy to the point of nausea.
He also realized that putting
nicotine on the skin was a good
way to get it into the bloodstream.
That led him to develop the
nicotine patch, which has helped
millions of people quit smoking,
Last night, the discovery got
Etscom, 47, inducted into the Hall
of Distinguished Alumni at Western Kentucky University.
The irony is he almost wasn't
an alwnnus. He finished last in his
class at a Tennessee preparatory
school, then flunked out of Western.
The problem was that his father, a part-owner in a Simpson
County tobacco warehouse, wanted
him _to- study business, and he was
not in the least interested.
· ·
After he left Western, Etscom
took night courses at the University
of Tennessee's Nashville campus.
He took a -psychology course and
thought it was the most interesting
subject he had encountered.
He returned to Western for
bachelor's and master's degrees,
making mostly A's, then .went to
Vanderbilt University for a doctorate.
He joined the faculty of New
Meicico Institute of Mining & Technology in Socorro in 1977, where
interest in what triggers vomiting
- a problem astrooauts ~ce in
orbit _: led to experiments with
placing liquid nicotine on rats.
Etscom's only experience with
cigarettes were a few puffs behind
the barn when he was a youngster
in Franklin. He had been curious,
however, about the addictive effects
of smoking.
"I was always fascinated that
my wife would stop_her Jane Fonda
workout tape tci· smoke a cigarette,
. then start it back up," he said:
The spill that led to the idea of
the patch happened in 1980. It took
several years to convince school
administrators it was worth more
research.
· And. the research took more
time, including time for experi-'
ments.
Some experiments . involved
slathering nicotine on himself. At
one point he overdosed, vomited for
eight hours and lost 15 pounds.
Another guinea pig was his
· brother John, a heavy smoker.

When John came to visit in New
Mexico, Frank laid him out on the
kitchen table and put a little nicotine on his neck. John said it felt
just like smoking a cigarette.
When the patch was perfected,
Etscom patented it, then sold the
idea to Ciba-Geigy Pharmaceuticals
of Switzerland.
It is marketed under the name
Habitrol. There are now three other
patches on the market. Ciba-Geigy
is suing their manufacturers.
Among the people who have
used the patch to stop smoking are
Etscom's wife, Sheri; his daughter,
Keli; and his brother, John.
Equally rewarding, he said, .are
I piles of letters from people who
' have used the patch to kick the
habit.
.
And there is ·another reward.
Royalties~lit !iQ:50 with New

He now spends most of his time
at his Wyoming ranch, where
moose sometimes walk right up the
the picture window to watch TV.
He experiments on whatever
appeals to him.
One of the things he is working
on now is a way to keep wildlife
fi:om harming crops by using capsicm, the active ingredient in chile
peppers.
'
He also is doing work to determine whether exposing children to
secondhand smoke makes them
more tolerant of nicotine if they
start smoking themselves.
And about 50 times a year he
talks to high school groups about
the adverse health efft:ets of cigarettes.
.
It is a subject that could, in
theory, cut down on his royalties.
But money never was an object.
"There's no sense in pursuing
m9ney,"· he'said. "You do what you
enJoy."
.
.
.
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School's birthday party canceled:. Ncirth:

em Kentucky University observes its 25th anniversary Saturday, but there will be no party to
mark the occasion; ., .,: ; ' '·C ' '.,., •• , .• It was canceled by: President
Iioothe,
who said he did not think it would be right to use
university money to under.write the party in light
of budget constraints. The_ gala would have cost
$25,000.

Leon
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LOUISVILLE - University
of Louisville football fans wiir
apparently be getting ·the stadi'. ·
um they've wished for.
..
.· Banker Malcolm Chancey
told the Louisville Rotary Club _'
yesterday he wil!.-have $15 million by today for a new Cardinal
football stadiWIL
.
A· goal . of $15 million in
donations and season ticket sales
had
set with Oct. 1 as the
deadline.
The chairman of the board of
Liberty National Bank said more
than 16,000 fans have voted with
their billfolds, their purses and
their checkbooks. ·
"As the politicans would say,
the people have spoken," Chancey said.
·
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::$1~1m!1_."_-ljp_ .,;_trni_i:::.;_1,:9_-~_-~t~pj:qrm_
. ,: .{ .,i,gg·!?'1~f.~~~-~--,.t~r~: .',)1tAk~.Jj.;,jJ [(hl.Ji ~'J~Cli~a 7fMtli~iMl~i:heq)~~ Artl{tibilti-0 ,!e)·ra~~~ gift rii~~-her life!ong',

:_~'Vlfllet ,,-,f·:i,::t, :-',;_:_sl'i;",·:·'"~1~.,,;r:'1)hg.·1t~tie used·p.iimahl_Y.~ by lhlH:lrama,,.lnterest lit ihe fiite arts. µ~e graduated i!t·.
:•·•:. ....
·' ·.•·
.. · . ·
· · ·and music programs, .said fine arts c:Jialr·· 1928 from Hamilton College which was•es-

"-1TnlrtsyJyafilar•tJ~rslty_'lls1'pl~g'-'a ~!ntail ~illy'~dei's'diii' 1~ ,)':'. 1 ·,' ! .';' :' .''tablished by the admliilstnitoiii iif T~Ja:i
:new ~e~onplrlg -~. ~enter, than.ks I!) a ~i,_1_ !} '_'The Uttl~jjUl}t II succ~sful_ tobacco 8!1d, 1vanla. · It; -W!\S a. higH sch~Lwliere .girts
llilllllon, i__il~Illitlo_rt· trlitn·, I,exlligt0l1.p1illan• 1.n.11orse business Iii Centt:m
_Kentucky, lncllid-:!1bd_arded._ liriil '~ook_· two ,~_.eilrii''bf t:oll""e .'
lhro. lst'-Lilcllle'GaudJU-Ultle •·, -~ill '· ·
'.'-. Ing i the''Gtowelii! 1Tilbiicctl Wmh6tise.,·11p,;I• · " · • · · -:, ' : cl -~ i · .
•
·& ''1
li\;tf~•:Uii!jihltii• inajo~ dddattaif lttire11ia!i'1h.exliigtol1i• ilhd •·tilcille' tittle I hiiif'beeii •11roS~Jl\e_ i;oli~,,Ukts ,eni:,e,,were b!~~t at4ilinotiltt:ed' slhciicthe lieallt lit lierlhusf!lliiilii';,lltiving 'flll'c~''beltln~•'.th~~develiipilienf6t 1~rta~~anl~,.
slild.f~he tltilsbed ,her"
~illlil .Pahl ''Littlli/'~iltf~l9go:n She'"lias ~!:arts orgahlzatloiis'.Nll'~~,,n "'''.'' lli'?ll'\'' f>llt~\ ~aph~_.1_0 ~egree a~ 9hlcl ~I/lie 11!/-1 Slud/ed
·pt~ged $1 1~on· ful' ·a •lllitafy lit' Midway> " 1SheJplinded _ot helpi!i!': ij1ar1 the LexlngJ•J11!1l , ~~e:-ra1_., 1schqols,, iticl~!liilg_
~ll!!/!11U .
•Cilllege It it't,an 'rliise ·11notllijr $1.!I million:-tloh(Chlidriin's'!fheiitre;:llie S!tidlo 'Pia ersJ,>,l.1~.ch~ot of Music.In N~w ;Yo* -,~ , . . .· ••
ilnd $500,000 fo,st'.. Cli\!fe MedlClil Ceritet liiis:the "'Ll!ldilgtoll "Phllhliiiiionlc,'• the'' cehthll:•.i,c L~cl!le. Utt!e :Is
sister o~ physician
·Morehead:' She'' Is' i!lsli "cimslderlng dona-· t Kentucky Youth Orchestta; the Uvlng Arts'.'. Lou1~e Caudill,,,,who; founded, St. Claire
lions to several other causes she saidi ,,.., '•and Science·center and ArtsPlace:-" ,···•,·!.·,Medical Center.·
·
. ··· I
,;, :The donatlcin to Transylvmila; announced:-)(•' 'Before Uttle's husband died he 11Sked her·.;_-. , T!11D5Ylv~a o_ffici~ said yesterday_ that
.yesterdayby;Presldent Charles L,--Shearer;•.:to tnake Ii Klft·to Midway:College, she said". ucille,Uttle_~_.glft-wijl_make:_a _big differ1
~ provi_~e the ~ulk'ot the $~:5 nµlllon th1f!l'.yesterday, 6ut other .than,that;·1t•s b~!fuo·_:1:ence,: 1· , ·
'
'
• • • ~
·' •
' ·
uruverslty needs to· improve Its ·fine arts to her.
, .,. ''"" ,, .•,.' · .. , ,. ·-- · •· .,._ Ir· The Mitchell Fine Arts bwldmg has a sepprogram, and the gift Is contingent on its'!'., Uttle, 84, hes'beeri working to dlspense·.;arate auditorium and a 'small theater, but
raising the other $500,000." ·''
....... ,,.,_ the couple's money, but it almost "takes as,. they•share the same stage. Thus, students
· The school' will build a t:lassrobm bulld.i\ much"time to 'give'lt,,·awily 11111 it .does_: io '• 1cait't use the stage for classes when sliows
_h.!,g -~d ~-~Iii\, ~~l~J? W, b~ -~~~~~ib.til_!'Lml!ke ,it,.''. ~he' sald;J,1 · :,·t.,,, •· '"'.'' ,'-'l i:''."';!·;';_lir!i! playing, Aild~rson said,
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Arts-p~tron·:giv~ $!' milli,o~to Transylvania:·. for.,"center' /
..

.

-.

, ·r ,.

BYDom~BEAN'

,_;

HERALD-LEADER EDUqATION WRITER

The tiny drama deparbnent at
Transylvania University will be
the main beneficiary of a large gift
announced yesterday. ·, · · ··
Transylvania.is receiving a $1
miliion grant froni Lexington arts .
patron Lucille <,:,audill Little. The
money will be . used for a $1.3
inillion
performing
arts• • 0center,
·
.
,
•• '
_I
· At 84, Little 1s givmg away
mlich of the. ~ million-plus. es'iiite sheand her husband; the· late•
W. Paul Little, · acquired to arts
and education projects in · Ken•·
~

lucky

.., ,,

"-<\II'

'

:, ,.

"fm lµivirig •the · pleasure of ·
nI!lding th~ thin.~ I believ~ in and,
, th•~- certamly 1s: one of. them,",
Little said at a news conference Iii ·
announce the gift. Little,. a More;
head .. native, is a: for:'iner profes-.
. sional smger,,actress and,.drama
teacher ·, f t.• _q ~;- ,.• •• •
; 1 :"t.'
Tra~syl~a~ia," ~ 'private · fouryear liberal arts college in Lexington, will raise $500,000 during the•
next three years to: add to Little's.1
grant, said President Charles L.'
Shearer. About $300,000 will go for
construction, with $200,000 put into
an endowment for· operating and
maintaining the arts center. · ··
Shearer said ·· Transylvania
plans to break ground during the
1994_-95 school year and /]opes to
finish construction within a year.

The 13,000-square-foot arts center will contain a 250-seat theater, a
scene shop, costume room and stor•
age space. It will be named for
Lucille Little, Shearer said.
The theater will be attached to
the. Mitchell ·Fine Arts Center by a
breezeway and will lace -Haupt
Plaza.
' ; ..
'
Although Transylvania has a
large auditorium, a smaller theater
and · a recital' hall, they _are not
· designed for theater productions,
said Gary Anderson, chainnan of,
, Trai:Jsylvaniis division· of fine arts.. This has hurt ' student enrollment .in drama, because students.
have had to learn set and costume
design in classrooms, father thari in
,Jlieate, ~!ting, h~ said. . ,,
, Fewer than· 20 : students· are
enrolled in the ' drama department
~bilt'Anderson said :many moni' are
, interested:· more. than 60 iumed out
· recently to audition,for 30 parts in a
campus production of A Midsum:mer Night's Dream,
·

r~

'

~

'

'

'

A lack of facilities also, has kept
down the number of plays and
performances, he said, since theater
groups have had to compete with
music groups in scheduling.
"Thete has been a, lot of calendar· tension, rather than creative
tension," Anderson said.
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Little has· given
a_ lot in two years
Transylvania University is the
second private Kentucky college to
receive $1. million from Lucille Caudill Little this year.
..In March, Little gave $1 million
to Midway College to help build a
new $2.5-million library.
Little, 84, is the widow of W.
Paul Little, who was a horse breeder and Fayette County real estate
developer,
. She is setting up a foundation to
.distribute an estate worth an estimated $30 million to $36 million.
She has said much of it will go to
local arts and education causes.
Other recent gifts included: ·
■ $500,000 in January for an
addition to St Claire Medical Center
in Mprehead.
.
■ $70,000 in 1992 to the Lexington Arts and Cultural Council.

- Dottie· Bean

,

.
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~~Jic -~cltool~ partnership gets
grll11!.~t9_t~cTTJ,i~iµilJ1ority _teachers!~
,By LAWRENCE MUHAMMAD,>
Indepenciept' '··-Schools,. Simpson son County schools' Education lni•._StiufcWri_ter "ic'""-:' ··, ":i·/ i: t:;:,;<': ,·: Col\nt;s,~10.?_!ii)lll~ )V~~, q>~~I}'.:· ,-tiative, which works With the Louis~-•
"•• , ·,,,..•.•.
.. · •.•.•'-~·
·' ,., "''·~·· ....
,-:c,· ·, ·,.,,..,1 ' ,,,~-, .,.. S,-,0 hoo .l,.
_,,. •/l
· 11),, · , r1•. · .....
· ,,, · '·'••,. ,,,..ville
Urban League• "We can spend'.
,rJ -f'•
'~11t
· the· U.S;·Df/Pattmentof Educa• ·· 1The rilo11ey:coines when.'the re-·, rnoie tlrne developing and _implet
lion has awarded $520,000 .to it pub- cruilmenf and' admission· of minor• nienting programs that addiess Af·
,-lie :edµcation-,partnenihip,,in ,Ken•, lty !eac,herita~IUd~teil 1B at an all• .1r1can-Amerli:an teacher shortage_~~
,t\lcky, to help.lid<l minorlty:teache(S•• time low:~Oe$s than-~ percent. The sues."
,
. . •:
1:t9 public.schoots,.U,S,_Sen: Wend~ll, Ken,tucky/•Education' Refonn Act
Katluyn Wallace, coordinator f<fi-.
_Ford's. office ann~unced,Monday. 'J stresseq ,the:neeiiJOr inore minority ,, minority educatbr i'ecrul_tlilent ·fQl.
,, · The rnoney;:,whichJs .expected:to • teachers;!Jiild,_tequired supeiinien; -"the state· Department of Education;:
. be .the., first; of.,U!ree· y~rly, i,nstllll• ,d~nts tP.'..fillfm~i:8 ,teac~g vaclin• ( said the gra_nt would give tho_se et,::
,ments,totel!ng,$l,~-:millio11J\W/1)1'id, c1eswltliiQllnonlies1 ;·l · ,.. · · ··1Horl.!r&tatewide·scope. She ~d.th!"
be used to improve the recrm ment •: . Wtllia\!i'Hu~kU>tofe~sbr.!if edUCil• , grant .- fuoney would help add,
and· training -of. minority ,teacl)ers, ·: lion et IJ,.~f t;,sald..l'Ili.,our parlicu• i,courseii that encourage nllddle_ iln~•
.anti-to ,encourage middle an4 high-- !er :casef.tij!ii; n'toney.:WII, · mtike, if) high school shldents to conaldet .If
:,~ch'o~l students ,~o.{eritebtlie"teach• -: p_os~ibl6/!or-t~s·:· toi, extend .and teaching care~r,. and would fund·.~
1mg field;:•:-:'-\·,., :::•,···r·:·· •:•!-:.,•' · streµgthe~}he,_ptogram we alread)') program assisting Junior· college'
i •-'1_110 p~rtrt_etshl~ IS. mads up ~f the h_avf ! :,Usuig)~cal , money, 1.1 of IJ 1graduates,to get ~~che_lor's degree!!', ·
Uruvers1ty ofLouiSville and Western .. , and, th~ (Jefferson ,County ,schools·r.·and teaching certificates. · · ; : ,;
. Kentucky .University;' ,the, state .Dii:- hav~ trt~.t~' enti~ more nilliorities il . · The .number of blacks receiving
."partineiit:·ot .· Educat_ion;, and.,nine · int<>' the ·'profession. with-, scholar- bachelor's degrees · in educaiion
public school districts, ... ;the•jliiwJ-· shliis and jobs.;.'.; ..,
· . . . <·; dropped by half in 1985 froili an all•
-Ing'- Oreert., .Independent:<- Schools, l "Yvbere you'll see the greatest im••·. time high In 1977, when teaching
Christian Coitnty Schools;- Hender- pac\ is ,on support selVices like im- was the most popular field for black•.
son County 'Schools, . : Jefferson proving test-taking' skills and help- college graduates in the na(ion, ac. County Public ~chools, Owensboro Ing :course se,le~tfon," said Bonnie ._ cording to the Southern Regional_
Independent ,-schools, .,_,,Russellville
Marshall, coordmator•:of
the Jeffer•_i Education Board,
·
.
\
.
~
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Tr@SY,-~.B,~rea, ~-,.qe~tre
liste~ in _coij~ge. ~de

·1

HERALD-LEADER $TAFF REPORT

A national news magazine is
again touting· three private colleges
in Kentucky. - Berea and Centre
colleges and Transylvania University.
·
·
U.S. News & World Report is
including the three Kentucky
schools in a new college guide
published this week.
The guide, "America's Best College Values," lists what the magazine considers the nation's · best
buys in higher education.
The schools were ranked using
two different methods: the schools'
"sticker" price, or the cost of tuition
and room and board, and the dis-

counted price, which includes tuition, room and board, fees, books
and other expenses less _the average
grant. . . • : .
Berea, where students pay no
·
tuition or fees, is listed among the
best buys in. regional colleges and
universities in the South for both
sticker and discounted prices. ·
Transylvania was also listed for
sticker and discount value in its
category, which is regional liberal
, arts colleges. ·
·
Centre, grouped with 20 top
national liberal arts colleges, was
listed for its sticker price value.
Last week, the Kentucky
. schools were listed as top liberal
arts colleges. .
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One.. flagship. univel'Sity
0

1 would like to offer my opinion in view
of the firing of Dr. Ronald Kurth at Mur- ·
.ray.. State University. Regent Wells Lovett
'stated that MSU needll a person of "unimpeachable character" and a person who
has a "stomach for the work."
. i" feel that Kurth;s character is "unimpeachable" and anyone who was the Rus.sirui consulate, president of the Naval War
College, and a rear admiral in the Navy
.surely has the "stomach" for any job....
· It's now time for all regional universities to be put under one state flagship university.' The University of ·Kentuckyat·
Murray has a nice ring to it or University
of Kentucky Richmond (Eastern Kentucky
University, my alma mater), UK Morehead, etc. Look at Tennessee, California,
Florida, Texas, et al. for further examples
(UT Martin, UT Knoxville, UCLA, UF
Gainesville, UT San Antonio, etc) ....
·;

M.GORDON
Calvert City, Ky. 42029

MSU ARCHIVES

'

MSU Clip Sheet
A sampling of recent artides of interest to Morehead State University

·o·

1¥° ininds picked afi~e )t' ·11\isidentified ~er as ~uise Caudill .
· . time to leave us, 'Lucille.· . Litt!~. pr. Lomse Caudill, the noted.
. •
· . That's about all we can :. phys1oan who has served the peosay in the 'wake of an outrageous · · pie ar?und ~o~eh1;<1d for decades,
error we committed Thursday· •".: ts_ Luetlle ~1ttles ~1ster.
.
when we misidentified· a Lexington ·· . Apologies are m order ~nd herewoman notable for h~ generosit}I,;, , .WI~ rendered -. along with a .
• ·
f ,. .•
.;.
remmder to ourselves and all wntAs numerous cailers h~ve point,· · ers to check and check again even
eel out the editorial should have , . ·, the most basic and well known of
praised Lucil)e Caudill Lit1:le of ·,,,,' fa~. It's al~o.~ppro~riate to reLexington. Our error was mexcus- . '. pnnt _the _ed1tonal as 1t should. have
able, all .the more so because .we · / . been, '!Vhich .we .do below..
'

•

I

:

•

I I

!

•

:

•

' .

<

' '

',

•

•• •'

{, •

.1.u~me littl~'s gijls . .
,'

.,,;,

: ....

~·-·

•

'1•1•\

~- , .

·.,.,··(.

~- ... -•

. :She'.. continues,ito'.
giv:e:back,;,to\'Kentucky
....:_
.. ·. :· ..
.
. .. .
.
;

-.

;

.

'·-

' . Institutions. in and around : :. ~-Claire Medical Center in More- .
; . Lexington contin,ue to benefit i .head and ii $70,000 gift to the .
i, · from t)l.e genefosicy of ~µ-·__ 1, '.\Lexington Al], arid .Cultural ,· ·
•,cille Caudill Little:':.'../" • ·1. '. ·''T .·1:?oundation. · ·.> .t.
! ' ·. :· · · · ·
\· ... Th,
· ..,
b, · efi- :· · ·:: · · ··1·1 1·People around Kentucky owe ..
,
e mos! rece?t ~n P~ ts a:vote-of thanks to Lucille Little.
T~sylyarua_ {!rliversity; w~!ch-·:-··:Her.generosity'helps make it pos·. will get ~l mi1110n to help, btiild.~ .,._•sible for important institutions to·
~ performmg arts center. .' · · ' _· qetter serve their communities.
:, . ,' 'J'.his gif(comes on the heels of iJAnd it· stands ~s an example for '
i a $1 ll)illion contribution to Mid,- 1/all who might <;oqsider.what they
· way College to help with~ new - '.,,,can'd<i to leave a.'rnark on this ·
.' lipr,u'y; a.$500,000 donation·t<iSt·. -, state._ i·,,c': \_,,-,! :,:~-,,.,. , .
-
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Percentag~ ·_of bl~~k faculty on rise
at·U''ofL
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer ·
!• .

'

. . ·'

·•; •• t}'

•

.

t;.

i

David Anderson walked into his' •
classroom ·at the •University of Louis- r
ville looking' almost as,young as
1
undergraduate'$idents.','
, ' ·· 1
.' He joked with :. them comfortablf'
then got down ·to business, guiding
the ,African-J\merican'"poetry 'dass.
through a poem by Countee Cullen; a,I
leader of the Harlem Renaissance !of,
II" . ' 11 ,..
t,he 1920s, . ,,. , 1"' ." • .. :- . • ·.. . . ,,11
Anderson; 30,: one of a record num-, ,
ber 'of black professors, hired Iby-'
U of L . this year, ,asked · questio~")
about the poem and encouraged stu' '
dents 'to· discuss their' ideas. The poem's powerful meaning - outrage at i
· the murder of a black soldier after his
return from World War 1 - emerged ..
Anderson then deftly sketched in ,i
the poem's ..historical setting, explain- ,
ing that in 1919, the year before it was-•,
written, 70 blacks had been killed in·,
racial attacks in 25 U.S. communities.
Most of the 13 students are African ,
Americans, and several said Anderson ·
is the first black teacher they've had ·
in more than •two years at U of L.
, They said his ·class provided a new ·
perspective.
Kanniel Williams, a pre-med student, said that before Anderson's
class, he had not had a chance to ·
learn much about his African-American heritage in history or literature.
"It instills a feeling of pride in me," ·
Wiiilams said ·of the:class-:-· .
The university's recruitment this
year of Anderson and 24 other African-American professors boosts the
black presence on the faculty from
about 3 percent, where it hovered for
years, to nearly 5 percent.
It is the first significant increase in
the percentage since 1981, when
U of L agreed to hire more black faculty members and administrators and
enroll more black students after an investigation of discrimination at Ken:
tucky universities by the U._S. Depart- '
ment of Education. The agreement
called for 5 percent of U of L's faculty
to be African American by 1987.
·
Although it missed that deadline,
the administration is excit~ by__its_
progress. President Donald Swain has
happily described the achievement to
the trustees and other groups.
History Professor Leonard Curry
said the increasing diversity exposes .
students and professors to different'
points of view. "It makes the university a better university," he said.
Several new African-American professors said they hoped their presence
and the courses they teach will attract.
black students to •their fields.
Eugene Nesmith, an assistant professor of theater arts, is teaching an
African-American theater workshop.
He said he hopes it will introduce stu- ilents'fo -tfoi'work:· of black play• ..
wrights and attract more black stu- ·
dents to theater.
·

ibis

?There have been so few black stu-, !
. · dents' in theater courses, former, de-1,
"partment,chairman Stephen Schultz a
~: said,,that'it's·been,hard,to;casl Afli.:, 1
1can-American,plays.,·,1 -·"o' •' :··:.
n, New;, debate, coach •Ede, Warner'·
~; wants ,iq ,attract black students 'to"'
,,his team1 which currently has no Af.
1
;~~~ ·Am~~c~S :9r ~~~.e~.;_ :1 •r :it
,.Debate ,.,leaches .. fnlical, thmk- 1
' )itg/'.' 'W!iffierl' 'saif ~-P~ple V\'!iOJJ
·_; participate in. deb~te.• g<>'~q'l to 1~~ 11
of ,the. topr·peopl~· In tlie1r
11 some,
fie!cts.H'. He wants blacks' and oiher.011
- ·.' ·o.rl~es'ttfiiave'!hat'tJj\pi>rtuntif

~11n~'.1faculty:+members. believe,

''''-i"•'·
,J,""·~v· ' -~
ve,
•. ,,.,co"W'·d''-"''
im,Ye,W1=1·IIS•
cimany llllick ptiifessors_ ·yeats·earlien;_.
· if•!the:•admiitlStratiori 1·1ia:tl · ·ut"'as,
:-much· inoney[be)ilrld Its ·goofinten-. 'l
1tions as it has:~~af;,curcy ~aid. :i
, ,·J.Jnder,.proddiilg,from the Jegisla• ·J
,iture and Kentuck}/,Coimcil on-High- ,
2 er 1¥1ucation(!!Bid'\is5ocia~e: prov_ost~i
, Tom Crawford/, the, admimstrallon ~
>e( asi4e·. $750,0,00 '"in:- salary and':
~ benefits' for this ·-year to create' 15 ·i
·faculty positions··specifically for Af./J
. rican •Americans;':The; money. came Ii
''from "extra freyenue' U ofL .had;J
i mainly' c fromf'. tuillon• .' increases,
,,sp?keswomaj>)/;D.eni!i.e · Fitzpatrick ,
1 srud. · •1: ~-.
r· 1r:J , ·tr_~•~?
1.1
;' That money'came on top of aboutil
l $200,000 available to pay for. inov-.
ing exp_enses, computers arid other"
1
i costs. : J'he .. administration also l
pledged' up· to $10,000 · to depart- .
ments for <i!lcli black faculty mem- .;
, ber hired, : though · U of L's ti~! '1•
·.budget may prevent it from keepmg ·
,that promis~ this year:" ,
• Crawford said the JO· other new:·
African· Americans' were' hired for'!
.existing positions 'that were vacant.I 1
' · The incentives off~red by the administration captured the imaginations of departments · starved for
money and personnel. The depart- !
ments responded with enticements

I. the"il'

that ·' young ,., black, , professors
couldn't resist. ..; · · ·•
·,
,,:_ ■ The •Theatre· Arts· Department"
'i drelV two new faculty members with ,
J'a commitment 1Jo develop an African-American theater program,
which should start next fall.
·-- ■ U of L promised Warner that it ·
. would rebuild the school's once topranked debate team, and the fund _
for new Africari-~eii<,l!n faculty_
members enabled the team to gel a
ljl_I,1-time.. coach .. after tight· budgets .
1hat!' forced, 'if!o.~ve ~~th part\tiiji~j\CQaches,·the past two years.
1Use·1ofJthe · speclal,fund: to. hire,
y.;arn_.:_,e_rJreed up,m.oney,l<?, pay, for
~\Ji~r.le~ expenses, c: , ., ·!:•
.,- ■ Th1i'1English 1 Department.had
only one vacancy but treated Ii seclijttd'job with)r,ioriey fr<iiri the. fund
so it could hire',botli Anderson 'and
1his '.wife, Karen chandler.' ' ., '
,
,.,.. Anderson'said ''teaching a! the
'same' school as his •wife was their.
' first priority" when· they looked for ;
jobs last December.'Several schools 1
· offered both of them jobs, Anderson I
i'said,' and' sonie' of them had'better 1
•academic ·reputations than U of L. ;
" But they liked Louisville,' Ander- ·
, son said. The English Department '
: was friendly, and they liked the balance between research and teaching ·
,that U of L encourages.
1· · Anderson said one of his teaching
goals is to encourage black students
, to participate in classes where
. they're a minority as easily as the
black students in his poetry class do,
when they're in the majority.
He thinks the two black students
in his 22-student composition class
are reluctant to speak up because
f they're self-conscious about being
:.such a minority.
·
" "I'd like eventually for black students to be more comfortable" at
': U of. L,' Anderson
said.
.
'

I

t

I

·.. 1.t.·. . OF,.,L.'AF,R,~AN-AMER.ICAN
FACULTY
. ..
'H
' , .
.
~

,

'

·, Number
Percent,1

1988 · 1989
27 ·'.· 26
1 .3 ·i .IJ. 2

',· 1990
31
3 '

1991 , :1992
31
35
3

3

1993

55*
5*

• Unofficial estimate
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HERALD-LEADER EoU~TION WRITER

'

1

l

'.'. A University' of; Kentucky proposal to" review
\ome tenured faculty, with chronically poor perfoi:m-1
'ance is expected to m~t with ~istance_tD?8-r '·.' !
::. The UK chapter of the Amencan Associatim:1 o_f
' University Professors is opposing a proposed ~ 'mental· post-tenure review, saying it is "unnecessary, I
: collllterprQ!iuctive;and;'.jio~tially.p~~ye:'1 "/"''. ,:· '
i• ·The propo&iFwill' be debated at: a profes_sors'
'.'association meeting today, said]~ Pl\;i!-1, president
•of the ·chapter, The pilot program ~ Pf?posed 18
-months· ago :by ''_'Ri~,; ·
- · ·· '
'Edwards, dean of the Co1-·7
'ilege of Ai-ts and S(;iences, ;and woulil initially apply
only t9 Arts· and Sciences
faculty. '
Edwards said post-tenure reviews are needed to
show accountability to the
public '.and because universities soon will not be able
to require faculty'to:r~tire'L __
at age 70.
. •:
In university systems, once faculty mem~
have received tenure, professors gene_rally ha':'e JO~.
security until retirement, unless ~hey v10late umversq
ty' policy.' Tenured faculty are revie_wed ·every ~o
,years, rather than every year.
·
Under Edwards' proposal, faculty _who reques~:
a review . or . who received below-average ment.
ratings in two successive ):i_iennial reviews ':'ould_ ~ i
subject to post-tenure reviews.
_
. .
: · Faculty whose performance was found wanting
would have three years to meet the terms of a
professional development plan. H the plan were hot ·
met, the faculty member could be fired.
· ··
Edwards said the intent is to help faculty.
continue to be productive and not to fire them.
But the professors' association statement 'said·the
threat of firing makes the plan punitive and poses "a
potential threat to academic freedom."

l

~By' BEN'Z:~ERSHBERG"' 11 '
Staff -Writer:,·i,111 "' :• o,,.,,

·:•hi support them financially so they can
,,1e:-,; complete their dissertations: ·

.... t,.,,.,rm1"1"{' ,.,, =r:·•·
.Y'''Such clear-cut racial preferencts
ti! The ,University:of Louisville's ef,1 generally must be supported by a
3 fort, to:;hire lmorelAfrican-American 11 court or administrative agency findrfacultyi1 meinbers1e.is,:• beingr ques-n.,ing discrimination,' or t_he effects of
31 tioned by.:sin11e,legal sc!iolars who nit; in!hiring practices; said Amy To/1fearr1the, sc~~l •yjolated ,c(Yil-rights ,..tenberg, an Atl!\llta.~pei:/allst_il) emj_la'!"~.1,by1, giym.~, preferenl!f¥, tr~il!i,~Jll!_oyme!}t law. a. ,\1 :- , ,, . •!.':
: ment to black Job candidates.
"The theory 1s, these_ are remn·. The. school's hiring policy "re- dies for past sins," said Lino Grag;--quires··preferences ••in· an- cases;"-·Ila, a law professor at the University
without taldng into account the of Texas. ·
!
causes of uhderi'e_Presentation and_t., u_ of L contends. that ·the ·federal I
without comparing ( carididaies'j_ gov~rnrhent found effects' .of ,past
qualifications, said'U of L'Jaw'ilro' 'i!iscHmihatioii'iii 1981. But rulings ;
. fessor Leonard Jaffe. "That's why,I . in some recent court_ C!15es say the '
II.think' it's ·uncoiistitiitloniil:'• 1'' ·, li!P. 'discrimination mus! be 'shown tci be.
H! 1 ' Law ·professor'"Robett''!Stenger q the' cause· of '-underrepresentation, ;
,bsaid "the'policy'tfocusen'm 1African'l Graglia·•said. ·And the efforts to;
•Americans· and- seems to -!eave out >1 ·overcome .discrimination must - be :
;;other minority·groups.">, .,., ·.. •\ [aimed carefully at the problems the
"r In practice, though, -the policy has.1 1.discrimination has caused.
··
1 worked-out well; Stenger said, with ' Jaffee said he doesn't believe th,!
1,the la:w-scbool,thls ye_ar,hitjng twq 1, 1UofL plan,- or the state plan 0,1
, black facul~ mem~~/'8.•."i~,o,,;•adxmiii:Jhich,it i~, based, does t~at.. ,
. r1f<!bly fit.our; needs. . . ,,,
, .,, , The state desegregation plan 1
·. · The, univeisity .defends its prac- ''. "statistical studies are too genen,l
;' tices, · saying they comply' with an ' and at most suggest the fact of ur , 'agree1\lent the 1 stiit,e 're\lche~ more, der-repres~ntation 'of Africa,1
'\than a decade ago with the·federal 'Americans," Jaffee said. "They d,>
•· govermnent after an'investigation of'' not show the cause." .
"racial discrimination-lat Kentucky's: · U of L · law Professor Russe.I
universities.; ,,-, ..: .• ,p.,.,.,.,,
' :,,weaver also believes the state plan
,, 'That 'desegregationt plan called·J has been called into question by re' for U of L'to )JDost the percentage of . cent' court· rulings. "I have doubts.
•i' black faculty]members to 5 percent,,, about the constitutionality of thr.
but it did nofdetai\ l!o;w _that should. ,istate plan," he said. ·
·
be done. · j ·,
·:
'
,;
U of L's legal department defends
1: ·
: The, legal, schol\lfS are· worried, the legality of the hiring policy,
, .about langu~ge in documents ex-, school spokeswoman Denise Fitzpa
plaining President Donald Swain's trick said. She said the 1981 agree
initiative to increase the number of ment between the state's universi
African-American faculty members ties and the U.S. Department ol
at U of L. \
Education represented a finding of
'... , ··The 1990 policy and a 1991 expla-·· past discrimination in Kentucky and
nation of it say:·.,_ ' ' ·' · · '
requires U of L to take the steps it
■ Once a Ifully · qualified black ., has taken to hire more blacks.
candidate is idel)tified for a position' , Roy Peterson, assisiant to the exin a department where blacks are ecutive director of the Council on
- underreprese\ited,, the position Higher Education, said he believes
"shall be offered" to the candidate U of L's hiring plan fits well with an
unless there'~ some exception ap- equal-opportunity plan adopted by
proved by the university provost.
his agency and the state's universi■ Departments where Africari ties in 1990. That plan extended the
Americans are underrepresented requirements of the 1981 agreement
·· should find and hire "promising Af. with the U.S. Department of Educarican-American· candidates" who tion.
·
have completed all their work for a
The plan and the agreement have
doctoral degree except a •disserta- never been challenged, Peterson
tion. It says the university will help said.
·

·n:' ··• •:1
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·New study may bring change. to/. Ky.
cainpuses -...:S,.-;.., •

Climate of refoTin
seeping into state's
public universities
BY MARK

R.

CHELLGREN

Offerings at public universities will b;~ed
· Kentucky's public universities:
, Highland Heights.
··,, Eastern Kentucky University, ' ·· University 9f Kentucky, LexingRichmond.
·
ton.
University of Louisville, LouisKentucky State Uni~ersity, ,
ville.
.
.
.
Frankfort.
· Morehead State University;
· Western Kentucky University,_
Bowling Green..
.
Morehead.
.
The University . of Kentucky's
:Murray State University, Murray,
community college system, with 14
camphses
Northern Kentucky University,

AsSOCIATED PRESS

FRANKFORT -'--- Higher edu~tion
in Kentucky is routinely poked and
prodded· from the inside and out, by
In the past, all ~f Kentucky's publlc universities have tried ~o offer.a full
academicians and politicians alike. The
range of subjects and services. Broadening _their offerings meant
results have varied widely, but have
Increased
financing, which meant more Influence, which could mean
seldom been too controversial.
· .. "· . .:: more money;
·
a •
Yet .another study is under way, but
a collision of circumstances makes some
observers think the outcome cif this one
' education in specific regions. Sexton
could be different, perhaps radically so.
· said it makes no economic sense for a ·
"('m very definitely leaning toward
student to be able.to select virtually any.,
the feeling_ that something will happen,"
! program at the nearest school. That is .
said Robert Sexton, executive director of
I an expensive and duplicative system, he
~d..
. .. _,- ,. ' .
the Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence. ·
. But it is also a politically sensitive
one.
.:
,f :~•• : This time, there is widespread recognition that the days are over when
. '-'In the politics of Kentu'cky hi. the .
universities could look for ever-increashigher· education world, access is a ·,
ing financing. There is a _national s~nti~endously important thing','; Swain-,
ment for universities to refine and ·tocus ·
sai.d. "That one could get very interesttheir particular specialties. And; educa- ·
ing before we're through." ..
tion reform has bubbled up· from the
··_;,Eaglin, a; newcomer to Kentucky
public schools in Kentucky to the cain- .
from
. South Carolina, said he worries
puses
. . .,- ' . . ,,.,,..-.-: "
about how decisions:
made· ·about·
''It's probably the ·niost s'erid~~ clfoi·t' ·
consolidating .programs, voicing the his- .
during these 12 years," said Donald
toric worry thti' stiia!iet--:-schools have
Swain, president of the University of
about
U of L and the .U~versity of
Louisville since 1981.
. ;;. . . .
Kentucky.
· · ·,... · ·
.,
"Now, the economi~ climate is going .
"They'll make the
¢at they
to force some issues and public .percepneed· everything," Eaglin· said.
. · .
tion is going to ·demand ·some· changes,"
,
Higher
education
gets
about
14,cents
said Morehead State University. Presiofeach General Fund tax dollar, but that
dent Ronald G.-Eaglin.
-- ....
share
has ~ declining. At the same
· Gov. Brereton Jones appointea the
time,.
enrollments
at higher. education
Higher Education Review Commission
on Higher Education. ''This ,is nofjust a
institutions. iri ·Kentucky have reached
with representatives from the camJ?uses,
higher education problem.,. This is a
historic highs, putting a, strain· on the,
the General Assembly and. his adniinispolitical j:>roblem.'i . "'""":•1' ',. •
· system. ·
!'.':, ~
,·_·"-!, •• ·•. ·:. ·
tration.· The commission meets for the
' Miller ·and Swain wanf 'to-r.k_ee_p_th_e
"What we're ·coming to terms with·
first time in·Frankfort on- Monday.
isstie from becoming entirely a'Jegislariow is a long:term reduction in the base
tive initiative.
In the past, all of Kentucky's public
budget of higher education," Swain said.
.''If issues get· into the,legislature,
universities have tried to offer a full
Forces within the higher education ·
they
.can easily become verj complii:at,
range of subjects and services.,Broadensystem have historically been able to
ed," Swain said . ~ _.,._:, ..-1._,
ing their offerings meant increased fi.
fend off ,any serious discussion of cut-.-Forcesthaf are ·1il<el'_y_t~o-op_pose
__
nancing, which meant more · influ~nce,
ting programs on campuses. And Sexton
change
are
on
the
campuses
as
well.
which could mean more money.
said those forces will be at work again.
--.'You·have-constituencies for -virtualThere have bee□· studies every few
"The argument. will be made that
ly everything that's going :on," 'Miller
years on whether Kentucky needed three
'our area needs this program,' for some
said.
"That's always.· been' one of the
law schools or two dental schools or two
special purpose," Sexton said. "And ihat
problems
of higher , education, · it's so
medical schools, for· example. The anargument will be- carried forward by
democratic."
swer always was yes.
legislators.'.''
., . ·
.
--"The forces that have prevented this
Sexton said the ,currerit study will ·
A classic example of that scenario
kind of thing in the past are still very
probably not reach the .. thresholcl of
took place during the yearlong study of
strong," Sexton said. · . · ____ .
whether Kentucky needs or can afford
higher education in 1984-85. That study
, Eaglin saia -a · loss of-· pl:!)grams
eight separate universities and, a companel finally voted -to makii' rio· report
would .cross the boilildaries of alumni,
munity college system under the Univer:
and reached no conclusions.
sn;dents, faculty and legislators. "Resity of Kentu_c_ky with_14_CU!IPU~. _
"There are stillpl~tyof obstacles
member this; we're .talking about peo----i:rut · it could address· fundamental
out
there," said James Miller, an-Owensple's lives;" Eaglin said.
·
issues such as the availability- of ,higher
boro laWYer=d,chairman of.the.Council

;·<~-"

> ·__

are

rase .
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llitanera of cutbacks, ~en!ncky
colleges could face big changes
MARK

By
R CHELLGREN
Assoctated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Higher education in
Kentucky is routinely poked and P"?~ded
from. the· inside and out, by academtcians
and: politicians alike. The results have varied widely, but have seldom been controversi~~i-~~ine observers think. tha_t might be
about to :change - perha~s radic~y so.
Toe·_state Higher Education Review Commission:. will meet in Frankfort tomorrow,
for one of its regular meetings but in an
unusual political climate.
·
"The economic climate is go\ng !O fo!"Ce
some issues and public perception IS gomg
to demand ~ome changes," said Mo_rehead
State University President Ron Eaglin. .
There have been periodic studies on IS•
sues such as whether Kentucky needs three
law schools or two dental schools or two
medical schools. The answer to such questions traditionally has been yes.
This time, though, there is widespread
recognition· that the days are over when
universities could expect ·ever-!ncreas!flg
funding. National sentiment also IS P?shing
universities to refine and foCIIS !hell' specialties. And education reform has bubbl~
up from Kentucky's public schools to its
college campuses.
"I'm very definitely leaning toward t~e
feeling that something will happen," sai~
Robert Sexton, executive director of the Pn•
chard Committee for Academic Ex~ellence.
Commission members were appomted by
Gov. Brereton Jones and include representatives from the campuses, the General Assembly· and Jones' administration.
Sexton said the current study probably
will not reach the question of whet!1er ~~ntucky needs or can afford eight uruve~1ties
and a community-college system WI~ 14
campuses under the auspices of the University of Kentucky.
·
··
But it could address fundamental issues
such as the availab~ty of higher education
in specific regions.
.
Sexton said it makes no· economtc _sense
for every student _t!) be_ ab!~ to study virtual•
·1y any program at then~ school That
is an expensive and ~uplicalm: ~em, he
said but also a politically sellSltiVe one.
"I~ the politics of Kentucky in the highereducation world, access Is a tremen~o~ly
important thing," u~versi!Y of Louisville
President Donald Swam srud.
Eaglin, a newcomer to K~ntucky from
South Carolina, said he womes about how

decisions are made on consolidating
programs, a worry that smaller
schools share about U of L and UK.
· ."They'll make the case that they
rieed everything," Eaglin said.
: Higher education gets about 14
cents of each General Fund tax dollar but that share has been declinAt the same time, enrollments
at the state's higher-education insti·tlitions have reached historic highs
:and strained the system.
· : ·"What we're coming to terms
·~th now is a long-term reduction in
the base budget of.. higher education," Swain said.
... · · ·,j
: Forces within the higher-education system historically have. been
able to fend off serious discussions
of cutting programs on campuses. ·
Sexton said those forces·will be at.
work again.
· , . .:
. · -"The argument will be made that
··•bur area needs this program,' for·
:some special purpose,'' Sexton said.
·"And that argument will be carried
"forward by legislators." . · ·· ·
·: :An example of that scenario happened during a year-long study of
higher education in 1984-85.. The
stud~ panel finally Vilt~ !Q _!Jlaj{_!! no
: report and reached no conclusions.

"There are still plenty of obstacles out there,'' said James Miller,
an Owensboro lawyer and chairman
of the Council on Higher Education.
"This is not just a higher-education
problem. This is a political problem."
Miller and Swain want to keep
the issue from becoming entirely a
legislative initiative. "If issues get
into the legislature, they can easily
become very complicated,'' Swain
said.
•·
, Forces that are _likely .t~- oppose
, change are on the campuses as well.
''You have constituencies for virtually everything .that's. going on,"
Miller said. "That's always been one
. ·otthe problems of higher· education: It's so democratic." . . .
.. "The forces that have prevented
this kind of thing in the past are still
. very strong,'.' Sexton said.
, . Eaglin said losing programs
would affect alumni; students, faculty members, and· legislat9rs. "Remember this: We're talking about
people's lives,'' he said. · · · '
The im,portant goal, he , said,
should be to make the system more
efficient while improving the quality
of.whatremains. . ·o,_·,-:. ....

iiig.
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· . . 3to girt honorary ilegrees: c~iierliuic1.

College will award three honorary degrees in a ·.
ceremony today at 10 a.JIL in-the 0. Wayne : .·.
Rqllins.~nter. .. ·. ;~;:::~?;.~}1:'~~~r~:-~~/?;/~- :,;.-~;:.:iJ I
• Dr..Lymari V. Ginger will"receive thehonorary
doctpt"i:>fadministration, J6htiRice Trwin:ivill ..
receive the honorary doctor of humane.letters,. :. and Emina McPherson will :receive the honorary
d~orof_laws. ·i',', ·,\:i.:J? .. ::
. Ginger, a Ballard ·County native, became exec:
utive director of Cardinal'Hill Hospital in 1984.
Cardinal Hill provides .programs and services for
disabled children and adults, mosfof whom cimie
from Central and· Eastern· Kentucky. · ~'.'•,. ,:,_ :··· : · Irwin is considered one 'ofthe leading authorities on the history, ctilture arid: J!lUSic, of Southern
0

Appalachia. -

~

·..

••

,:

,:-: : · :

t:.:•. .:....:-,i.'.~?:;,..:. :.-:, .. \•·.-

·• ·•

- •.

· McPherson joined the· ~taff of Cumba-land
College in· 1951 as ·dean' ofwomen.artd part-time
instructor of religion; She coritinued as dean of
women until 1981, and was dean of students from
l981 to 1989. Fioni 1989 until her retirement in
1992, she taught English: ,·: ·. :"··· · : · ·
'
. . ..
'

•
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Program helps first-generation
college· students to· pe1~evere
about sororities

BY JANE GIBSON

or·• fraternities.

"Students don't·drop out just They can't prepare their child for
The message is destructive: for academic reasons. There Is the demands college studies will
make ori their .time,
a sense of Inadequacy. They
"Yoti can't'' ''Nobody ev'ef has." "I
"Parents who are college edunever had to."
·
come here and they don't see
cated
don't have that anxiety."
And for some college students
large numbers of African·
Both
Byars and Th~mas
it's constantly reinforced.
Americans. Appalachian
·
stressed
the
importance of the non"That's· what they're· used to
students don't see a lot to
academic offerings of the program.
hearing," Carolyn Sundy said, refer• reinforce their culture."
ring to students · she counsels at
Nancy Cantrell had a lot of
AssOCIATED PRESS

LAIJRmTA IIYABS.
.
Southeast Community College in
misgivings when she decided to
,
UK
vice
chancellor
for
minority
affairs
resume her. education a few years
Cumberland. '
ago at Southeast The mother of
"They never had the motivatwo teen-agers and wife and.daughtion; they never had . the atmosphere," ~undy said.. "Most of the .- was among those calling.
ter of a coal miner· "was afraid I
time; their parents have not even
. "My parents came from a gener- . wouldn't do well, I was too old, you
graduated high school. They didn't ation whe!1 women only went to know all the excuses."
even think of college."
school un_til they met someo'!e ,and
Then she entered Student Sup..
th · · --~ · ·· got mamed. My Dad was m · the port Services,
A program at So~ ~ st cai!ed Army. College just wasn't that im''They would just let me ramble
Student Support Services is helpm_g portant," said Nicholson, who is
· and when I left there I always felt
to remedy that 1}ie pi:ogram 1s majoring in engineering. ·
geared tow;µ-d helpmg first genera-· .
better," Cantrell said.
tion. ·college· students. 1113ke _- it.. • H~ paren_ts encourage ~er, she
''I would have thought ·about
tlirough school
..
, . - ..- -said.. But they really don t know
leaW1g (school) a lot more often
·
·t also has bee•.
how to help. I mostly need someone
and I don't think I would have done
· This year. 1
n tO tell
I · d 't"
offered for ilie first time to students
me can· 0 1
. .
_as well" without participating in the
at the state's largest university.
. Lauretta Br,ars kno_w~ the feel- program, Cantrell said.
. ·
. ,: .,_ .. ,,
-. mg. She and her five s1blmgs were
Statistics
back
up
Cantrell's
tesff ,d. · { U·K·
• ·the first members of.her family to timony, said Linda Gaines; presiO ere ~ . . •
- graduate from college. Now she is
_
The lJmversitr of Kentu~ky be- UK's vice chancellor for minority dent of the Kentucky· Association
· gan seeking candi~ates f9r its pro- affairs. She helped write. the grant for Educational Sµpport Programs.
''The graduation rate of Support
gram on Sep~ 1, ;Sllld Tom Thomas, proposal to start Student Support
the programs directo_r._ A U.S. De- Services at the Lexington campus. Services students is quite · a bit
partment of ·_Education gra~t. of . . "Credit hours. BA Thesis. higher than the university as a
$680,000 over four Y~ will fi- That's not part of regular, everyday whole;" she said.
nance. the progr;im to !llcrease the vocabulary" she said. "This proretention . ~d graduation rate of gram will 'help with that It will
first generation ?'Hege students. .
provide students with a pla~ .to go
,. , The grant WIil c9ver costs of a to get not only tutoring; but a pat
counselor to meet with students at on the back,• or a smile."
, least three times a semester, tutors,
·
··
: a• special iilstructor for math' ancl · '· · · ··'
· - ·
science,-.s<icial and cuiµrral activi- Parents'. problems
.: . . ,
ties, ,ind '.a '-learning specialist to · · '_It's not' that parents from East-·
workwith.small study groups.
·em Kentucky or· those of.African
Thomas· said' UK is targeting descent·dcln't want their children to
students from A~palachia, the _ succeed, Byars said.
state's rural areas and blacks.
·. "Parents who don't have a col"We're not going· to· have any . legeedtication are concerned whethproblem at all getting students," er they have done well to prepare
she said. Hundreds have called· their child for their future. These
about 'getting into the- program, parents don't have the resources to
which'she hopes will be fully opera- bring their child to visit the school,
tional· in 1994.
or· a residence hall. ... They may
•:,- ...•-,.,,
notevenbeabletocallthemonthe
What ·students say ·
phone very mili:li
·
~iki Nicholson of_ Nicholasville
"They don't know what to say
1

, •I•

•
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Program tells ist-generatioii college stude~ts.'you'~an.'
.

-

Associated Press
,
.
. . •. . . .
The message is destructive: "You
can't." "Nobody ever has." "I never
had to."
· · .. -·
·
And for some coIIege students it's
constantly reinforced.
"That's what they're used to hearing," Carolyn Sundy said, referring
to students she counsels at• Southf~~-Community College in Cumber:

have called about · the program,
which Thomas ·hopes will be fully
operational in 1994.
.
Niki Nicholson . of Nicholasville
was one of them.
"My parents came from a generation when women only· went to
-----------•

Schoolofficials.say·. •

•

, .

' !..'.,

- •

-

•

0
•

-

Byars said it's not that parents
don't want their children to sueceed, but that parents who haven't
gone to college might not have the
experience to answer their children's questions or relieve their
anxiety.
Both Byars and Thomas stressed
the importance of the program's

no.~~::~::~::.:::· ~ut just for
· . .- academic reaso_ ns," · Byars' said.
.,..,' "There is sense of' inadequacy'. .

a

"They never had the motivation;
UK IS targeting
they never had the atmosphere,"
she said. "Most of the time, their
--students from ____They come here and th_ey .don't se_e
parents have not even graduated
A · I h"
d
large numbers of African Amenhigh school. They didn't even think·
ppa ac 18 an the cans. Appalachian students· don't
of college."
. _. .. . . -~ :: ' ' . ' state's rural areas as see a l~t to_ reinfon;e their cultun:,"
A ·program . at Southeast" called
•.
• .
Nancy Cantrell had a lot of misStudent Support Services.is trying
., ,well as blacks. ,, .. ,, givings when she decided-to resume
to remedy that by helping first-gen_... _ .
. ,.,,- · her education a few years ago at
eration college students make it . - - - - - - - - - - - - - Southeast. The mother of two teenthrough school.
·
·
,
..
·
agers, and wife and daughter of
This year the program also has · school u~):il they met someof!e and coal miners; ''was afraid I wouldn't
been offered for the firs,t time to : got marned. "'!:Y dad -~ 10 · !he do well, I was too old, ·you know all
students at the state's largest uni- Army. College Ju_st wasnt that 1m- the excuses."'
· ;.--" .. -.,- ...
versity. .
.
. : · ~- ·: ~'" port~nt;" s~~ N~~~3lson, ~ e~~- ·.Then she entered ·s~de~t--S;;p:, ~e Uruversity of Ke~tucky ~eg~ neenng maJor. ·;.,s'-' . : , ,·. ~ .. "; port Services,'"'""-..;':'':, i:•··.·: ...
seeking candidates· Sept. 1,-- said
Her parents .. encourage her she
·;, ·
""' · · '· ·
·· ·
Toni Thomas, the program's ·dii'_ec- : said, "But they really don•dmow . I would have thought about leavtor AU S Department of Education • h f Ii 1 • 1 - st!
d
· mg (school) a lot more often and I
gn;nt of $680000 over four years·· towt_llo epl. mod ~t~'ee som~~~- don't think I'wciuld have done as
will fund the program designed to O ,e "!e ~ '?.1 · -;_;, · : .,: :>i well" withmif'participating. in: the
increase· the retention and gradu- ShLauredttahByfiars knibolin'Y5 th!l feelinthg. P1:1Jgram; ~~~;-~~f'~·
ation rate offirst-generatiim college·· . e a.II.. er ve s_,
gs $ere ~, Statistics liack·up·cantrell's testistudents.
-·· "" ,,1 J, qu :.,,,, '· '"" first members _of her family ~o ~ many, said Linda Gaines, president
The grant will cover'the costs of a graduate fro_111 college. N?w ~he 15 of 'the Ken11,tcky Association-· tor
counselor to meet with students at ~s ~ce chancellor f~r !lllnon~ af- • Educational · ' Support· Ptograms.
least three times a semester, tutors, fairs_. She _h~lped wnte the_ gra11t Help for first-generation college stua special ·instructor 'foi" math and·· prop?sal to start Shldef!~. ~upport ' dents has beeh'offered at the s~ate's
science social and cultural activl- ' Semces at UK.
'· " ' · - · • · regional - universities for· several
ties, aiid a·leaming·specialist
"Credit'hotirs.. B:A.:,Tliesis;Toat's years.·.,_.,-~.} .:,y·, .•,,:::;!, --~ ... : .
work with small:shldy_ groups .. ~-~• : not part -of regular, everyday 'Vo-' : '''The.gradi'iiitio1Viate''of
Th9mas 'said the.school.is target~.'. cabulary," she said "This p_rogram ' Services students is quite·a bit highing•_students '.frol!l': A!ipalachia.. and·'. will 'help with' that. If'will' provide·· er'than the .university- as.a whole,"
from the' state's· rural ~Ill! as well', students witli :a-"place l6-go to'get ·, she·said: "It's ·given a lot:of ·help to
as b)acks.· 'i ,. ,~_.,, ~~:· ;;;:·;.,.,.;,~; n~t only tuto~~.,-~utca pat omthe peop}~-~~~•hav~n't·lleen ~elp~~eHundr~ _o! -~d,en,~... ~e.l!~,. back?.~a smi}e.-.: ··: .::i-~b,}<?:!! .m,':'_fo~:.. ~:-:':.'...;":·:..:'"'.::' •---'.':... :':;::

·:?-\-,:-;;'·;: .

to
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Gr!\b.l":to·,neli>··mln.iji,tie·s~lini~-li::schoolc

·.1;. --.---, :•~-.. -., • ....., I",:~ ~.~,t! :--.1;; -;~:,
.:.ri:-->;,~ ~1;N•ri0IvsT, (Yj!~ffi
3:1111;-I ·.,;·-HuG-':1u;q_tp;:£. :~t-n.r,a '9:b:".a·••:~.:..
By BENZ. HERSHBERG . ·'""
groups of .30.. teachers. aides, said: Certiffcation for Teaching, also wilJ ·
Staff Writer
•.,,,.i .· '.:.fa·:d ,-,·J Ella Smith Simmons, assistant pro- encourage students to,·· work· in
, .; Ii:.•u· ., '. " :r;rrr:-:;;<1,'i! ,n 6 :tm[ fessor of'ealicatioil at µ of L~ . ·:;\,. groups to form a learning communiMinority teachers aides who . 'Eligibility requiremenls- include: · ty,_at1d a.source of.emotional suphaven't finished their college educa- experience as at1. aide; at least 60 . port for eacli' other, Siinmons said. ,
· tion are getting a b9<>st. in. the .(qnn . hours ·of un_dergraduate classes; :·a:. _'fhere. are .atJeast ·2,ooo_mirionty
of,., a-,, $600,000 grant from the . grade-point average bf ·at least 2.5;··, te;ichei's ·.aides·. in'.. tlfe .Jefferson
DeWitt-}Vallace-Readefs_cDige~t . and·transcripts -and ·recommendti- County .'Public Schools:· ·siinmons
Fund.
, ,.,.,,• .:,,,,1ie 'oj::> ,, ,•.,, 9 tions,that'indicate· a good chance of,.- said she plans to ,begin screening
The (our-year'gi:ant to'irie.Univer- success•iri the•program, '' ,,.1:. 1awo.1 students iil"November,'for~'classes
sity of.,Louisville .School.,9t Educa- · Students· will- be, able to get 'de--• thilt will'start iii-January.
·:';. tion will. provide scholarships and ~ and teacher certification with- :·. · ·For· informiiticirr: about ·the pro-·
services to aides. It also will enable m about two years; Simmons· said.•' gram, write to: Dr: Ella Sinith Sim-·
U.of.L to offer courses for them at . The pro~.is cjes_igl)ed to.pi:oouce mans, U of.{.,School of.Education,
night and weekends. so. that class . more mmority elementary and mid- - DeP.artment. .of.•. Early-_ and_ Middle
schedules won't clash with work.
die schoo~ teachers..
. _ . . . . " Childhood Education, Louisville,
The grant should support two
The program, called Avenues for Ky. 40292.

e~..:
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Fick: Jordan
to miss cheers
- .

.

Li~e -~u~ ·her money.
where lier· mouth is

.

D

MSU coach 'working out'·
By MARK MAYNARD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

victory over Phoenix in Game
6 of the NBA Championship.

"Only one guy wins that last
game and that's a champion,"
MOREHEAD - Dick Fick Fick said. "All your life, you 1
says his first reaction to lose that last game. To be an _
Michael Jordan's surprise re- athlete-of that magnitude must
tirement was pureiy self- be tremendous. The thing you
serving.
have to remember about him
"Being from Chicago, your is, he never had a bad year.
first reaction is selfish, unfor- How many players can say
tunately," said Fick, the third- that?"·
year basketball coach at MoreFick said Jordan •s rehead State University. "I got to tirement was the talk at the
· see him play in his last year. breakfast table between MoreHe was so good, to get to see
him play in his last year is a head's players. They were poncompliment."
dering what the Bulls would do
Fick said there will never be to make up for the loss of the
another Jordan, but he be- world's greatest player.
lieves the now former NBA su"I have no idea how you'd
perstar will miss the cheers. replace the guy," Fick· said.
And he may be back.
"You're talking about Michael
"He has convinced himself Jordan here. I have· to replace
he. didn't need · the fans, the Doug Bentz and that's tough
chanting, the cheers, and that's enough. But, let's face it, that's
good," Fick said. "I'm glad he nothing like replacing Michael.
doesn't need it but I've got to
·"Don't think they're 'not real ..
believe he's going to miss it. excited in Cleveland and New
· You wonder. what might hap- York about his retirement."
pen a year from now."
Fick, who has become a
Jordan shocked the basket- media favorite with his quick
ball world with his announce- wit and .courtside antics, then
ment on Wednesday morning. offered this declaration of his
Actually, word had leaked out own.
:.. ,: _ ,.
during Jordan's appearance at
__''.Really, when I heard the anthe opening game of the Amer- nouncement, I started going
ican League Championship Se- out rqnning, working on my
ries in Chicago the night be- -·jumper· and lU:ting," · he said.
fore.
-.·• · .,"Hey, the_ Bulls have four· milJordan's wagging tongue and lion a year to spend now that .
high-flying antics on the bas- .. Michael's retired. I figure· no
ketball court will be missed. one could ·gUard me because
His last game was the Bulls' I'd be so slow."

KEVIN
NANCE
HERALD-LEADER
ARTS COLUMNIST

ear Lucille Caudill Little: ·
· I see you've been at it

again, giving $1 million last
week to Transylvania University
for a new performing arts center.
It's only the latest in a series of
major gifts to local arts and education causes.
Bravo, Mrs. Little You are exactly what we need more of: an arts
patron who does more than pay lip
service to the need for developing
the cultural life of this community.
You're an outspoken lady, and you
put your money where your mouth
is. Bless you. · .
You're applying your money to
• teach young people how to be creative - and teach the rest of us
how important the arts are; how
. _they ~ e Ii!~ interesting and in-tense and worthwhile·
'
.
· _· ·Might I suggest some 'other
"1 areas where you could make a
huge difference?
.·
·
■ ·The University of Ken- ·
tucky Theatre, which gets only
about 20 percent of its production
budget from university sources,
1 has become so box office-driven
,• that it can't program as much of
1, the adventurous material appro1
, priate for an academic setting as
it ·should. A production endowment would solve that problem.
•·· ■,The black-box theater in
the Embry's and Lowenthal's
buildings, proposed as.as a performing space
Actors' Guild of
Lexington, Message Theatre and
possibly oth~ !ll'□ups, will need'
s9meone :-;-.someon~ like yourself
-c:c:
to l!llchor ;i private fund drive.•
• •.,;H;t.: • •• ;- • - •.'. •,.. ,~ •
, \/;■·,A private:fuila drive to.renoyate the State Theatre as a home
for Lexington Cliildren's Theatre
could use you.
·.■ Transforming.the Wolf
Wile building into.administrative
rehearsal space for the Lex- ington Philharmonic, Lexington
Ballet and other groups is another
poSsibility.
.._ _
: .All·of thosefuna-raising projects would benefit ~om someone
who can take the lead. Who does
that better than you?,
Yours,.
Kevin

for
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P3:nel ~plits over dupl1cat1on 10,
bigli~r.ecJ.llcation syste~,~~]:.~
By BEN

z. HERSHBERG, Staff Writer

· ·
'
· -FRANKFORT Ky. ....:-Thereactionyesterdaytoacall
for fundamentai changes in Kentucky's higher-education system shows how difficult it will be to make such
changes.
.
.
·· At a meeting of the Higher Education Review Com-mission, appointed by Gov. Brereton Jones to look at
ways to streamline and improve the _system, gover_n•
ment officials on the panel urged rapid change, while
university presidents seemed to be trying to keep con-tro1 of the process.
· · ·"
·
·
.-.For example after a lengthy discussion of how - or
whether - tC: revise universjty__m,ission _statements,
state Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cyntbiana, urged action, not _debate over semantics.
· ·_.
·: ·
"II seems to me, the universities have to decide
which programs they're willing to go to the wall for."
He said that the universities. should bring lists of
their programs, ranked in order of importance, to !he
next commission meeting. This would be a starting
point for eliminating programs. · -,
.· · ,
But University of Louisville President Donald Swain
said creating such lists would be moving too quickly to
details of reform; "We must develop concepts first"
Swain said that he'd prefer a chance to develop a
mission statement for U of L that would differentiate it
from other schools. ___ ., --· ..~:~,-~- -----, :-'--"'- '"
"I would hope· we won't go to listing several hundred
programs ri_ght-~ff''.i!l_~Q..rd,e! c;,f~importance_ ~°, .!Ii~.
school, Swam said - . :. , 1 ,;5- ,-;:. ~,r~; ~ 1
- • .,, _~!· ~The commission will meet· about. every two weeks
until it submits a report to the ~vernor on_ Dec. -~1.
Yesterday, Chairman James Miller e~ablished a. fi.
nance committee and a progI'illll COJlllllltt~ ~o ~View
ideas ranging from reducing uMecessary duplication of
degree programs to restrilctu~g university administra•,
lions to make them more effictent.
•,--- - :· · - . -'. ,
As the commission,got down to the busmess of. discussing reforms, cirie topic was whether Jefferson Com•
munity College, which is in Lowm."e, _should be man•
aged by U of L rather than the UIIIVemty of Kentucky.
The idea
floated in a letter t? Miller from stat_e
Sen. Gerald Neal, D-Louisville, who _IS conce_rned_ that if
the governor gets his wish fo~ stricter l!ruversity en•
trance requirements, many ~can-Am~nl;all studen_ts
won't get into U of L as freshmen and will instea~ h~ve
to start out .at JCC. Neal asked t~at t~e CO~SSI~
consider putting JCC under U of L s wm_g to. IIDP,roye
cooperation between the C?llege and uruversity if en•
trance requirements are raised. .
.
_ ,.•_
But UK President Charles Wethington strongly Olfposes ·such_ a move.
·'

was

"'i will ·work as hard as I can to ·1 said. And fewer students would
erisure it never happens," he said in -' mean. fewer dasses and employees
an intei:view after the meeting. "!~as.well.
-oi----, --,,-,, :- · ·
can see no reason whatsoever to en- ·_· · He also' said that the commission
tertain the idea." · ,.
_· ""s,:'··-.J should be aware of many changes
Wethington acknowledged that : already macie or being made by the
more students from JCC, a two-year ; universities because of tight budgcollege, ullin!atel:,: enter UofL than , ets. Morehead,-for example, is com·any other uruvers1ty. _· ._:-: ·_ -:-,,/,;j pleting a' report ·on its own proHe added that JCC was part of-: grams that may lead to eliininating
. tlie UK system b_efor~ U of L ~e- , half of the 30 two-year degrees ofcame a state uruvers1ty. Keepmg_.; fered, '--reducing• master's-degree•
JCC a part of the ~ system would - programs and 'taking other steps
be_ the most effic1e~~ cours~, he called for by the governor, Eaglin
said.
. ; . : . ,n.
- said.
On an?the~ matte~, Morehead
During the commission's discus•
Stat~ Uruversity President Ronald sion· of reducing duplicated degree
Eaglin warned that proposed
changes in university programs; programs, Mille~~~ .that the group
which are to be decided by one 11!-ust balance P!ionties. It must co~:
committee, could·havemajorimpact ~der-bo~ ~e-importanc~ of redu
1 on financial matters, which are to
mg dup~cation, and the importance
. be handled by the second commit- of,, offenng, stu~ents, the co~rses
- ' :" - -- · _ .
they need he said. - .,.,,,__ :. -' : teFor e~~ple; he' sii!d 'iti'a~ p_er- _i ·:we ha~e to decide '\Vhether the~
ce_nt of Morehead State's entenng IS~ clash.b~tw~n access ai_id duplifreshmen wouldn't meet the gover- ca!!O'!/ _an~. we ~ ,to_ decide what
ncir's proposed higher admission !he pno~ties 0 ~ •'for those two
standard - a C-plus average and a items," Miller said.
1
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Woricl-classieducat,ipn. '~
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·
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-..i.JJt.~J - ,.·.!ilfohu~

-~Jil 1

l'bis community's noble response to the
' d~d for funds ·to construct a $50 mil•
lion stadium.stands in stark contrast to its
, unwillingness to fun~ the library ,and;edu-' cational · needs so Vital to a:.._wor_ld.:cl!ISS
community.
'f.
•. The library system i&,in, shambl!!S, and
the university is cutting;biick in:alniost·all:
ofits departments. Everyone talks about
the. fiillmcial:b~~fits ,ofJt!Jis greatr.~!lil um; lilif&as 'anyone given·.any thought to
the treiiiendous benefits of having_, a
scho_ol'sy_stem.!!J.d a_unfyei:sity
tunr'iiut: truly:.,educated, and!.
·
graduates t<f',~tisfy the needs o!_ an in•
Icreasingly sophisticated indust$1:,; igid_
' business-world?: - · .
,_,.,.,
.. Give·us a;world-class educational system,- aiiil. business .and industry_·would·
. flock'.to¥our. community. and provide -us
with.a:tax base that would enable;us to
build:any kind of stadium we could desire.
- Methinks our-community priorities are
s_aclly·skewed.::
.:w~-~c-')J f.;:~,i

thrJ-~~

·· .
,· ,- - ··, ~
' ,-_,:,.-:"_,: ~::_)

"-:,r-sd?.A 1W•.:MA..RUN
.,, :'.~uisville' 40213

Commmiity colleges'

ty presidents and board chairmen,
· to,l!)Ok at programS·duplicated at
more thap: four universities, and to
scrap·.we.ak ones.- .1~?[;i~-·-~·. ·
, For.• example;• mJISing·, is-:, of,.
fered by 18'.of 19 institutions -13
community colleges and•five·uni-

1

scope, gove~ance ·
to get paI1el~' study
BYDomE BEAN

versities.

.-Rare

HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - A commis- · situation
sion appointed to streamline the
state's expensive higher education · Kentucky and
system assigned itself new issues Hawaii are the
yesterday, including who should only two states
govern community colleges. ·
In. which the ma.
Otherwise, with its report due in Jor research unilittle more than 60 days, the panel versity runs the
· I
state community
deIay·ed ro11·mg up its
s eeves unti! college
system.
next month, when s!jpcomrnittees
will begin working on· the ticklish . .
liye within ~ t funding, and
specifics of which programs to
universities could · play · on- their
and how to fund higher education. . strengths and be more efficient
. The new issues all relaied to; . ·· ·
He promised to spare universicommunity colleges:
ties from niore budget cuts this
■ If the state requires poorly
year - beyond a previously an•
prepared students to first, go_ to .
; nounced 2. percent reduction ·-..:
community colleges, showd Jeffer.. but .future· state dollars will be
son Community College be man- · · limited and tied to programs.
aged by the University of Louisville ' . . s .. ones asked the 26-inember
or the University of.Kentucky? . :;·; -

cut __

__ ,11·?1iouJd __ fQmmuiii~ .. colleges · ··
. take over vocational-technical prO:
grams now under the state Workforce Development Cabinet?
■ If the community colleges
take on both remedial and vocational-technical. students, should
UK co1_1_tinue to manage tl!e: sis- :
~?:~}~~I•i-...:~· ~ I: '·-;.·.~";f ttt·-~-··;i
· -·Gov.-Brereton}ones hiis'direct- ..
ed the commission ta · consider
requiring students with low scores ·.
on the American College Test to'
go to community'. collegei' re- ·
mMial
he! p be-, ',
. . , --· ... , ' P.
foni'entering a state,university. ·i
': -Iii-'"· J~'effersoii,'.
Cbtintyl.:...,
,, ·'that
,:,.,:- •
,
t ~ ., ~ ~--• •'"..•'
would keep many' black stuaents .
from entering . Uof L; state. Sen. .i

for

or!develo mental

Gerald A,Neal,•J:):touis\'.ille;·'said !'

in a letter·to .. the·commission., ·"•,;;•
:.,Neal asked the paµel to·ronsid'having Uof-L; t!uHiiilv,Jmiversity withouf a' i:ommiiiiltY 001Jege
program, inanage Jeffeti,on 'Community College, now mlmaged •by
UK. --~..-.:\:~."';-- .'.~~-•!d,:s...~ '~ i':/·'.. n,

er

0

,\_Miiiii'$h11;:1~ 'Ml~eJ',Mit'•

loney, D0Lexington; ·one"<lf!;,:fciur :
legislators on"' the 'coinmission, '
asked the panel tci look at duplica, '
tion of technical :programs· at 'the ·
community. colleges;.regiorutl iJrii:_::
versities. and vocational'.$Cliools·i
l1l!.l by_ i!ie· Workforce: De,ve)op•-·
ment Cabmet ·,· . ..:.·~ ;_, ""· .·...
1
. 'State Cabinet'~fu1'ff~:'
Hable, also a cciminission
said If the panel 'decided comniuiri- ·
ty .colleges should take' ovet voca- .
tional students - plus students
who are unprepared to entet college - it · should also discuss
governance of the community college system.
Hable said after the meeting he:
did not want to see community
colleges separated from UK.: .
''But I worry that if we mix the
missions too much, there will be
changes in focus that could be
Iiarmful,'' ·he said.
·
Jones appointed the Governor's
Higher Education Review Commission during the summer. In
light of continuing financial :problems, he asked the panel to recommend ways higher education:COtJ!d

member; .

,., . ' .

r_ ,--~ •

• _:

~

.The panel was also t~' take a
new look·at the hot-button issue of
closing a professional school law, dentistry or medicine - at
one or _more. universities..
Leaving those issues until next
month, the group .went over.goals
and ·objectives at · its three-hour
... meeting yesterday,
,,. ·. •.. -..
• The subcommittees and the
full commission will meet again
Nov. 1. Their report to Jones and
the Gen_eral Assembly is due Dec.
-2!_-__. . . ,.-. , ;: .-: ~:-;~-~~<-. ·.\-G ..,. ~- --~-:~- -.•
. I ~tll~ents also ·haVe. tuition'. jg'.
sues they_ .want considered,. said
: .Clay Edwards; student member of
the Council on Higher Education.
Student leaders and Edwards
upset because
is no .
student on the commission.
"But . regardless of whether
we're a J>&"! of t\le commission,".
Eciwiu;ds said, "we!re. going to be
attendl/ljl all· the_ meetings."

are

there
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Sen. Ed Ford, head
9f e,du~t~on panel,
to retire next year
ll)iGILIAWSON
Staff Writer

·,

. 'FRANKFORT,. Ky•. ~ Sen. Ed
Ford, chairman of the Senate Education Committee and a legislator
sirice 1978,. announced yesterday
that he plans to retire at the end of
~ term next year.
· .: .·.• •
:Ford, a Cynthiana Democrat, said
Jn. a letter to supporters that he is
retiring because he has achieved
many of his goals.
··
'-'It's probably time to change the
guard," Ford said in an interview.
Ford, 63, also said he wanted to
give anyone interested in his Senate
seat time to plan a campaign. He
said he did not know of anyone interested in it.
Ford said his retirement is not related to fallout from the federal corruption investigation that has
prompted several lawmakers to reFord, a Cynthiana
sign.
-:_Ford has served as chairman of Democrat, said he has
three committees - Education, achieved many of his
State Government, and Counties
goals~ He cited
and Special Districts. He moved to
head the Education panel after the
successes in
Kentucky Education Reform Act
was passed in 1990.
education reform and
''We have seen so much progress environmental issues,
iri education," Ford said. The reamong other things.
form act is working well, he said,
and it will be crucial for next year's
General Assembly to make sure it
gets enough money,
Ford, in his letter, said he was came executive director of the
also proud of several environmental Grayson Foundation, a private
measures and his work to remove group that gives money to universithe .sales tax from residential utility ties for equine medical research.
bills.
Ford represents the 30th District
He was a school board member in which includes all or part of Bour'.
Harrison· County before he. ran for ban, Fayette, Harrison, Nicholas,
the.Senate in 1977. He worked as a Robertson, ... Scott' and Woodford
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Higher ed·:·.
study ··could
be different
f,.' ·•·.

•

•

FRANKFORT (AP) - Higher education iri· Kentucky is
routinely poked and prodded
from the inside and out, by academicians and politicians
alike. The results have varied
widely, but have seldom been
too controversial.
There's yet another study
under way, but a collision of
circumstances makes some observers believe the outcome of
this one could be different,
perhaps radically so.
, ..
"I'm very definitely leaning
toward the feeling that something will happen," said Robert Sexton, executive director
of the Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence. ·:; ·
This time, there is· widespread· recognition that the
days are over when. uni'i-ersities could look for everincreasing funding. There is· a
national sentiment for universities to refine and focus their
particular specialties. And education reform has bubbled up
from the public schools in
Kentucky to the campuses.
"It's probably the most serious effort during these 12
years," said Donald Swain,
president of the University of
Louisville since 1981.
"Now, the economic climate
is gciing to force some issues
and public perception is going
to demand some changes,"
said Morehead State University President Ron Eaglin.
. Gov. Brereton .•J.ones . ap,
pointed tbe Higher Ediication
Review Commission'. with: representatives from· the campuses, the General . Assembly
and his administration. The
commission. meets for,.the first
time today in;Frankfoi'tf" :1 · :
In the-past,·all of_K!!jlhicky's
public universities have 'tried
to offer _a, full range of subjects
and services. Broadening their
offerings meant 'increased
funding, 'which . meant· more
influence, which·· cotild 'mean
more money.
. · :·· "
'There/have':: beei\: 'studies
every few. years on,.- wliether
Kentucky niieded three ·1aw
schools or,.two dental schools
or two medical schcici!s, for example.-The·answez: always was
yes. __ . , _ '. , -.:.......~...... ~..~~~ . ~ :
Sexton. said the current
study' will probably not reach
the threshold of whether Kentucky needs or can -afford
eight separate universities
and a community college system under the University of
Kentucky with 14 campuses.
But it could address fundameµ ta! issues such as the
availability of higher education in specific regions.
Sexton said· it. makes no economic sense for a student to
be able to .select. virtually· any
program at the nearest school.
That is an expensive and duplicative system; he.said.

But it is als9 a .politically
sensitive one.
· ·•
"In the politics ofkentucky
in ~e higher --~ducation world,
,access is a tremendously "fin:
portant thing," Swain said.
"That one could get very iriter. esting before we're through."
Eaglin, a newcomer to Kentucky from South Carolina
said he worries about how de'.
cisions are made about consolidating programs, voicing
the historic worry the smaller
schools have about U of L and
the University of Kentucky.
"They'll make the case that
they need everything," Eaglin
said.
·
Higher education gets about
14 cents of each General Fund
tax dollar, but that share has
been declining: At the same
time, enrollments at higher education institutions in Kentucky has reached historic
highs, putting a strain on the
system.
"What we're coming to
terms with· now is a long-term
reduction · in the base budget
of higher education," Swain
said.
·
Forces within the higher education system have historically been able to fend off any
serious_ discussion of cutting
programs on ·campuses. And
Sexton said those forces will
be at work again.
.- "·
"The argument will be made
that 'our,.a.ea needs this program,' for·.~ome special purpose, ..._Sexton said. '!And that
argument will· be carried forward by legislators." .
A classic example' of · that
scenario place during ·,the
yearlong study of higher education in 1984-85. That study
pan~! finally voted to make no
report and ·reached rto conclusionS·~
· · ,··~ .
. ;·Tiiere are s'tl.i! pi;nty of ob-'
stacles out there," said .James
Miller, an Owensboro lawyer
and chairman of- the Council
on Higher Education. "This is.
not just a 'higher ·education
problem. This . is. a. political
problem."
.
.
Miller and Swain want- tci
keep the isstte from becoming
entirely a· legislative initiative.
.. :r
.,
"If issues' 'get ii-i'ti:i°'the !egis: .
lature, 'they can easily become
very complicated," Swain
said.
.. • -·-· , ... ·....
Forces that are likely to oppqse change are cin · the cam:
puses as well
· •·· .. . · "Yc:iu have constituencies
fo~ virtually everything that's
gomg on;" Miller said. "That's
always been one of the problems of hig!J.er education, it's
so democratic.,,
"The forces that have prevented this kind of thing in
the past are still very strong "
Sexton said.
'
Eaglin said a ·. loss of · programs would cross the boundaries of alumni, students faculty and legislators. "Re~em.ber this, we're talking- about
people's lives," Eaglin said.
He said the important goal
should be to make the system
more efficient while also impro:ving the quality of what remams.. .,.
1
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At wofR'.f~or play,

education chief
athletic, upbeat
By GEORGE WOLFFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

LEXINGTON - Dr. Thomas
Boysen, Kentucky's commissioner of education,- ·makes
headlines in eastern Kentucky
each week- - announcing
scores, ousting officials, -encouraging greatness.
But do the people who shake
his hand at a banquet or sit
with him "through a board
meeting really know this
man? His close·acquaintances
say yes, because he's the. same
on-field and off.
That "field"' reference may
be the an apt comparison, beca use when Boysen isn't
struggling to improve educational ·scores, he's trying to
beat someone on an athletic
ground: _-- · ·_
This lithe 52-year-old is not
only a regular tennis player
but was the first kid to glide
through his neighborhood on
rollerblades - a modification
from his ice-skating winters
growing up in South Dakota.
After moving to California
he played basketball,. baseball
and football 'at Burroughs
High School and was on the
gridiron team cjuring his
years at Stanford University.
Other factors shaped his
personality and approach to
his job. He didn't start out to
· be a leader, "but I think other
people decided that for me. I
was president of my class in
high school, and at Stanford,
went on ·a· 1eadersliip sch-olarship.
.
.
"As a student, Twas only 25
percent efficient in converting
my energy · into achievement
- about the same as high
school students are -·-doing
today. In earlier· grades, :we do
better, but we don't challenge
high school students." - - · -He started out to study medicine, but avoided majoring in
biology or chemistry.· In his
final two years he focused on
social studies. ·' _,,_., ,,., :
His graduation coincided
with the· Kennedy years, "and
Kennedy was important to
me," he said. He_ went to Af.
rica to attend Makerere, a
British university, and then
taught two years in Kenya. "It
was a great time to be there.
The country was newly independent - I got to nieet Joma
Kenyatta before he became
president. There was great adm ira t ion for the United
States."
Duri'.ng his years. of ·study
and teaching, he became acquainted with the British· sys
tern of testing, which played a
major role in the testing; pre: ·
gram administered · under
KERA.
0

·,

"I saw the tremendous motivation it inspired. It's an examination-driven system of
schools. My students took the
same tests the .British schools
were giving back· .in, England
- -the Cambridge Scliool Certificate Examination· ·:__ and
they were sent back -there to
be scored and rated," he said.
Returning to America, he
headed for Harvard for a
training program leading to a
doctorate in educational administration. He has not been
back in the classroom since,
except for a week or two to
teach a special course.
Physical activity, he says, is
about the extent of his social
life, beyond being very close
to his family - including four
children and a dozen siblings
spread across the country.
. :;•I love my job, but it's very
demanding," he s•aid. "On
weekends my wife and I re-.!
treat and get reacquainted."
He rides a bike through the·,
Bluegrass country and enjoys·:
watching workouts at Keeneland, drinking coffee and
striking up conversation with
racetrack habituees. "I like
the· horseracing -culture. The
enthusiasm around it fascinates me, the huge amounts of
money involved. It's. incredible, the amount of :preparation that goes into minutes of
activity.
. _; •. ,:
"In July I go by Keeneland
sales and watch the bidding very quietly, with no 'overt
moves --I don't want to pay a
big price for a horse."
But when Mondays come,
he's· back on the job - an
avowed and recognized workaholic. "I enjoy working a lot
and to be .in. on this-reform. I
take my hat off to the people
in-· the department· (of education). They tolerate it well, .but
it's still wonderful to . kick
back arid relax, and there are
soriui-<wonderful: ways to· do
-that in.Kentucky." .. ::·_;:, ·
0

·
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Boysen has _expressed ' con!listent joy aCbeing iri,, Kenfucky, which --raises: the eyebrows of. seine. others ..,_who
might leave-if"given:a
.,_ . -... ·- . choice.
Boysen has··remained calm
under conditions : that-,._might ·
have ruffied:;vete.ran Kentucky:
.politicos. Hili·:neighbor••and'
tennis foe, ·Bilf,Wilson;· a -Kentucky Educational• Television·
executive, observed· that Boysen "probably has the toughest
job in government,· and I admire anyone who can- take-the;
pressures, political and other-.
wise, and still maneuver,
through with a smile."

Asked about ·the omni.pres'.
ent smile, Wilson said,the confidence that keeps it'.going is
based in having good people
around him. "It couldn't be if
you didn't have adequate staff
support and board backing.
and a tenor in the land that ·
encjorsed and embraced. what'
you're involved in." · -,;
.. ,,
Wilson said- 'Boysen · manages from a standpoint of
:§!I'en@l: because he is recog-1 nized as being fair. "If you are
: fair, people will respect you. It
doesn't matter if he smiles or

not"

Wilson said Boysen's assertiveness shows itself in
sport competition. "People
who are visionaries, pioneers,
are risk-takers. I never knew a
risk-taker who didn't have assertive nature. You need it to
initiate anything, to fill the
letter and the spirit of the law.
"I believe strongly in education reform, that all children
can learn, and that's important. KERA means more than
a law on the books and the impact of a fe\\'. people being uncomfortll,ble. Anyone who gets
involved with that and has to
manage it, provide vision for
it, has to be a leader."
Bruce Cryder, Lexington attorney and neighbor, said Boysen has- a consistent ·upbeat
outlook. "I think . he enjoys
what he diies_ personally· and
professionally.: He's a• happy
fellow, enjoys life, and· is a
pleasure: to be around. ·.,_ ,, :' .
.~\'He reaJ].y ·fo, in. my'.'Jtidg'!.
.
., •
ment, p_as:,!o_nately devoted to
!loing_a goo!! job, arid he looks
.at;the various· problems he enfmm,tfrs _:·_a(~ch~genges,,_ op•• , ,
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.~Joe,. Kelley ··of.- -'Georgetown,
.cliairman~,•ofithe~ state··:·Board
for Elementary 'arid ·Sec:ondary:
Education-'who deals with
·Boysen: regui.arly' on'ca·profes·sional··basis, <agreed.· "He's
sui:h_•a. positive person by natui-e'that things have--to;really,
reaIIY- be_deteriorating"for him
to lose, that'optimism. He certainly .has- ~e ability to get serious ,,and ·be firm when the
situation calls for it"
.Kelley said he has been impressed by Boysen since a sixperso·n ··search committee
made',the Californian a .unanimmis choice for the top education'job:
.. ·
·
,,•,_;J,. thinl(.,he's provided the
perfect blend :of leadership we
needed at~ this critical junc-

ture." . . ~~... -,.~.: .

.
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Education means money in Ky.,
econotni,.~ ·impact study finds
•
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BY oomE BEAN,
HERALD-LEADER EouCATION WRITER

Slate. tax. dollars· .. ·"· ''',.'$100:4. ··.?f:::·saci4.a·"'-'' '.'-: 7f":01r": ' . :"•.:."1,:,, ·•:··:·o~,. $405:2- · '
Funds/othercsources,c:". ,($144.8 :_. · ·.,, •.. ' $438,4 "..;.:',· 1~,$235.~r•,•1; ""'-'" ,$22.8!,., .. ~,' · -~);c,;$841.9 _-_

l·:

{federal; pW.,'19 .. :-etc;}._~i. . ;:;;"::·f:~:.W.1Ft~4l1· .
t:it
Indirect' effects-•"' ..; · ._. )~175,ci
:$589-~!&~'

r,~~1 -'.~¾{t~~(4 :'iii~,.,~: . --~\~"f;;,~; :.'.·.';";Ji;..:~

.:

t.~
; ¼ !!S!i:2 3:.,;'i ~-;;n·,uh_' /1 ;;;,, i$'J\040.0 · ·
:-t~---t.-;·~~--: f~~- _- --~- --~~-~~'.1--~-.: :;'.¢:,:
.$420.2
·0 /.,_ $1,333:'("' -_~; .'$496:'r-;':::· ~·•;• $'ST:T· .-i ::-·'• $2,287.1
1
·'·1ncludes spJndl~i»~n alirt~tic:ev~bl~a~·w.;'i~li;{i~'•Jih uniflisftiliil~i- :'$/&c!ii\i !%1::it. ·' ;;·
. -~,.lncl~-~~s ,sp,B!,1~~!1,.14\>,Yd'!1.P,.l2¥~~!~dents·.for_ houainoi'liiod, clothinjj;.,ga~olln°e,- etc:~ 'y . .
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Spending~-=
on colleges·
creates j·obs
and income,
study shows

, Mark Berger, another UK econo-

mist, said the aggregate earnings of
Kentuckians were $7 billion higher

because of higher education. .
A related report said Kentucky's
eight universities and 14 community
colleges mean direct and indirect
jobs for 67,862 people and pump
nearly $2.3 billion into the state's
1

economy. That was the · result of
state spending on university budgels of about $672 million in tax.
money,
.,.
The employment alone acc1JUnted
for nearly 4.2 percent of the total
work force in Kentucky in 1991-92.
"We're not fooling around here
with nickels and dimes," Haywood
said. ''We're talking about really big
money,"
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■ OWENSBORO

Enrollment drops after budget cut: Owensboro. Community College officials said steps
taken ~o deal with a budget crunch were a key
factor m an 8 percent drop in enrollment
This fall, 43 percent of the college's classes
closed,during_registration. In previous years, the
school s praetice was to open new sections when
classes filled, even if it meant hiring additional
teachers at the last minute.
.
•. .
In the fali of 1992, the coilege enrolled more ·_;
than 2,800 sllldents, continuing a long string of ·
record-breaking enrollments. This fall enrollment
f~ll to 2,570. TJie drop follows three b~et cuts
smce 1991..
.· .• •... · · _ -·'-i.!fa, ... :... ·

Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Higher education is a good investment. for the
state and .tudents alike, a study released yesterday concluded.;,,
"It's one of the things that you
can do that will generate additional
income and jobs here and,_now,"
said University of Kentucky economics Professor Charles Ha~ood,
the. _author of one of ~o ~elated
studies.
. ..
. .. 1:1.
Toe examination was spoosored
by the Kentucky_ Advocates for
Higher Education, a-non-profit citizens group,
·
·
"One of the things we like to do is
keep higher education up'°! there
higher on the public agenda;;' said
Dan Lacy, chairman of the advocates group and an executive with
Ashland Oil Inc.
. .. · . , ,
One study found that eii,-nings
rise dramatically with increases in
education.
: ,
!lo :
The average student in. Kentucky
with a high school education can
expect to earn $329,649 overea lifetime in. current dollars. Bur~ student with a two-year associaifs degree can expect to earn $39~,696:
with a bachelor's degree, $lU9,403:
and with a doctorate or professional
degree, $831,016.
... .:
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Cuts blamed for enrollment drop
OWENSBORO, Ky. - Owensboro Community College officials
said steps taken to deal with a budget crunch were a key factor in·
an 8 percent drop in enrollment,
..
., ,
. To save money, the college did not add sections roiclasses that
were filled at registration, officials said. In addition, many classes
were canceled because not enough students wanted them. In the
past, those classes were allowed to meet.
.
.
Last fall, OCC's enrollment went over 2,800, continuing a long
string of record-breaking enrollments. This fall enrollment fell to
2,570.
· ·
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Higher-~ducation· ~oup grapples.
,~~ce~s, qµaliey/
i~ .:tight tiµie.s:
.. ,~_, .... -~
... ..-; ...

m.t~.

. ,. '
, .. ,. ::;:,:
·•
. ·•· - .
"We must get the .word ou(to · tional Merit Fmalists admitted
Staff Writer. ·, · - , .
help our c;itizens ·believe higlier have increased_significantly in re..•;.:: ... -~ ..-.•.:.
......
education is the bricte to_the fu- cent years.
.
LEXING'ION,.Ky~,:..._ean high' tore," Baliles sail!, ./ •· :::: ••·~1s.. , .But the public.must understand
er ~t/lm m11inmin,.lwth access·,~, Mahony' said' hlgl:u· ediic'aticin•. , thal!!it ·:IYillrbe-impossible to ·maineveryon~.
liigh quality- in his state hasn'tdcme enough to lain quality if budgets keep getwhBII it's,.Ml!UJlg~ut>of,D10ney\l-••<become,more effielelatat--a-time of. .. ting,reduced; Wethington said.
·Members of,;the.-Southein Re-c='figllt'lnill'g&s·fo desiWesilc!i"p_i:o·· · An'edut:ation board·member in
gional-Edu_cation JlQard, an Atlan- motion. · ··" · " 1'· .,.,,, '·"' the·audience:said "the question of·
ta-based orgimization that cqordiCarl- Parker, a·; furmer Texas access has a chilling effect on
nates· research and development legislator and memtr.;rofthe edu- me." . .. . . . . . .
of education policy for 15 South- cation lioard;' said ,the concerns
The member, who did not idenem states, debated that question Mahony expressed make him be- tify herself, told the group that the
at·a· legislative workshop yestef- lieve higher· educmon could be perception in .Florida is that acday. • -- - ·-- .
-· falling. into a trap .."'When we re- cess to higher education could be
It- was raised by Joseph Ma, duce funding and. we don't limit· maintained if ·professors taught
hony, a state representative from access, we reduce ,quality," Park- more. She said the Florida legislaEl'Dotado, Ark.; who questioned er said.
, ;:,- 1 .,, · .. ·..,;,:.,., .. ture has provided a $5 million inplans for a public-information
Baliles agreed· that the question centive fund to promote more
campaign described by Gerald Ba- of access vs. affcnability is .be- teaching.
liles, a form.er governor of Virgin- coming a central issue in public
"Universities shouldn't limit acia and chairman of the education higher education,, and his com- cess; they should increase producboardi5· Commission~Educa- mission is still wrestling with it: tivity," she said.
til'D•~!alitJ:~ ·· ..
Unive1;5ity. of·. ~entuckY. ~siParker warned !hat. states
Baliler·said" h!s --· coinmisslon · dent Charles Wetbington,_wl1o de- shouldn't make the mistake Texas
pllins,to·issue,a·teport "'restating· scribed the_ ,stat~:- budget·crisis made _several years ago, Its legisthe·case for highereducation"·by and his school's. response to it, lature mandated the number of
January, so the·publlc and politi- said UK is lin!!ling access to hours professors must teach and
ciaos ·will· understand why they maintain qualify./ ''We're holding. triggered "a . great exodus" of
should pay for public colleges and the line on enn:ilments," admit- high-quality professors, Parker
universities. The co~io_n will ting record numbers of ·students, said. That mandate has since been
follow that with·a 20-minute video but many fewer.than are applying.. repealoo:· -, ·-;- · · : · . .
on-the same·themes·for use with
By doing·so, UIC"is improving
Toeconference·continues today
legislators ; and others. And it the academic qunlity of incoming and tomorrow at the Hyatt Regen-.
plans.to produce an hourlong .doc- : students a l!l'elt•· deal, he-;said. cy·in Lexington; Richard W. Riley,
umentmy that·should be sired on ffigh· school grades; entrance· U.S. secretary of-education; is to
oubllc television,next.fall,, · .,, exam•scores·and ·numbers of Na- ad~ the conference today.
~.
By BEN
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The Daily lndependent,'Ashland, Kentucky, Tuesday, October 12; 1993
members of the planning
board that Includes legislators
·Revenue estimates for the
and representatives from the
coming year are bleak. The
government
branches.
final decisions on what gets
"But at least the first 10
built, and what gets left out,
items are in order of imporwill be made by the General
tance,"
Bowling said.
Assembly in the regular session starting in January.
That makes the parks bonds,
Total cost of the proposals is
listed sixth, as the most imimpossible to determine beportant item that might actucause the list included some
ally
involve new building conprojects with no price tags.
struction other than the manAmong those is updating state
datory disabilities and enfacilities to comply with the
vironmental
projects.
Americans with Disabilities
The
bonds
were authorized
Act.
by
the
1992
legislature,
but fiThere are similar recomnancial setbacks since then
FROM STAFF, WIRE REPORTS
mendations for unspecified
, have brought into doubt
amounts of money to remove a
whether the full $100 million
FRANKFORT - The Capital
banned chemical from air conwill be sold. The Tourism CabPlanning Advisory Board has
ditioning systems, remove
inet is supposed to provide a
put a proposed $4.5 million
some contaminated underlist of its important items 30
classroom building at.Ashland
ground storage tanks and corCommunity College on a secdays before the legislature
rect various maintenance, enconsiders the subject. The
ondary list of projects that the
vironmental and life-safety
General Assembly should conCabinet has kept secret its
problems. One estimate of
proposals.
sider for funding.
those requests would add at
The board, created to pare
least another $119 million to
down wish lists of projects
Few of the projects on either
the total.
submitted to the General Asthe primary or secondary list
Board chairman Rep. Mike
sembly for funding, recomenvision spending state GenBowling, D-Middlesboro, said
mended 21 top-priority
eral Fund dollars outright.
some of those issues could be
projects at a cost of more ~an
more important than anything
Most of them contemplate the
$388 million for the commg
else on the list.
sale
of bonds - a total .of some
state budget.
"There are things th.at are
$532.5 million - that .would be
The new ACC building was
havito. things," Bowling said
paid back over 20 years with
on a second list of 18 projects
Monday.
tax
money. Annual debt paythat the board said were worThe list is officially not in
ments cost about one-tenth of
thy of consideration if money
any order of preference by
the total bond issue.
is available. · ·
ACC President Charles DasTHE COURIER.JOURNAL. WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1993
sance said this morning he is
encouraged that the proposed
building made the second list.
"There are very few higher
education projects on that
i
list," he said. "I don't see this
i
as negative for us. I see us as
still being in the running to
From Special Dispatches
get funded."
. .
.
.
Dassance said the buildmg
Ron Gathright, a Louisvillian who
is badly needed to make_ roo,m,. starred in basketball and ·football,
at the crowded two-year col- will be among five inducted to the
lege for rapidlt il!'"ow_~ _ n-. Morehead State University Athletic
rol!ment.
··•. - ·--~ .. -.:,~ ·-.. • Hall of Fame on Oct. 22 during the
Enrollment at ACC - now school's homecoming activities.
at 3,200 students
has in'The other new members will be .
creased by 43 percent since John Christopher (football), Nolan
1987 and school officials say F.owler (track and field coach), Law-·
the 'college will run out of rence "Lott" Marzetti (football) _and,
space for additio~al. classes Norm Pokley (basketball).
without the new buildmg.
Reservations for the 7. p.m. EDT
The advisory board's list of banquet, to be held in the Crager·
top priority projects rel~ed Room of the Adron Doran UniversiMonday includes the entire ty Center, can be made by contact$100 million Gov. Brereton ing the MSU Alumni Association.
Jones had requested for state
park renovations and a. $101
million state office building in
Frankfort.
The 18 projects on the secondary list had an estimated
cost of $263.9 million.
The . lists also imply the
spending of another $186.3 million in the 1996-98 budget per i o d · to complete work.
Projects to be paid for w~th
federal funds were not \Il·
eluded in the totals.
,yr.
But many legislators .illt1'1!
already discounted the liktfilhood of any large capital construction projects in the 199496 budget.
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee Chairman
Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville,
said Monday he is reluctant to
commit the state to any expensive capital undertakings.
'

Ac·c

proj·ect
makes
B list

,Morehead Hall of Fame~
to induct five members .
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Issues that won't die
Panel looks again at community colleges

M

embers of a commission
looking for ways to
_ make Kentucky's public
university system more efficient
are headed into shark-infested wa•
tets. More power to them.
Earlier this week, the commission decided to look ala range of
issues surrounding Kentucky's
community colleges and vocational
schools. Like most of the other
issues the commission is studying,
this topic is far from new. It has
. just been dormant for a number of
years.
A few facts bring the issues into
focus. .
,
■ The University of Kentucky
now runs the statewide community
college system. (Only one other
state, Hawaii, gives its chief research university the job of running the.community college sys-

And Wethington's position is understandable. The community colleges create a strong statewide
base of support for UK within the
legislature an asset no public uni·
versity w~uld be likely to surren·
der without a fight.
But the bigger issues of efficiency and effectiveness won't go
away, particularly given the state's
current financial situation. That's
why the commission is looking .
anew at the question of reorgamzing the way Kentucky governs .
public two-year coll~ges and tram·
ing schools. And that'~ "".PY the
public owes the comm1ss1on mem·
bers support in their efforts.

tem.)

· ■ In addition, all the other
state universities except the University of Louisville, also operate
community colleges in towns near
their main campus.
■ Meanwhile, the state Workforce Development Cabinet operates vocational-technical schools
around the state, which frequently
duplicate the training available in
community colleges.
Put these facts _together, and
you get an obvious question:
Doesn't it make se1_1se. tQ put all
these similar-schools under one
govecning_ board? . . .,.:
But if the question is obvious,
getting_ a sensible ans~er is not.
Lexington lawyer .William
McCann, a .former member of the·
state Council on Higher Education,
tried to push the idea onto the
public agenda several years ago.
He got nowhere for the same r~son other proposals to reorganize
the university system have failed:
The various entities involved, particularly UK, jealously protected
their turf.
That is happening again. UK
President Charles Wethington has
made it clear he will resist any
attempt to take the community colleges away from the university,

606-783-2030
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U.S. education chief
lauds Kentucky reform
BY LUCY MAY
HERALD-~ER EouCATION WRITER

U.S. Education Secretary Richard Riley yesterday
:ailed Kentucky a "lighthouse" for the rest of the
iation when it comes to education refonn.
Riley, a fonner South · Carolina governor who
iushed through education refonn .in the 1980s, said
he 1990 Kentucky Education Refonn Act has the
ngredients for long-term, systematic improvement
Those ingredients include high standards, good
eacher training and tough assessments of the_
irogress students are making, Riley said.
His comments came at a Southern Regional
:ducation Board conference in Lexington. The board
tudies education policies and programs in the South.
Riley said that quick-fixes to education problems
.an't work and that states must be willing to carry
,ut comprehensive reforms.
was· especially
ritical of proposals to let parents use public money
o send their children to private schools.
"When you start talking about vouchers, in l)iy
judgment, you're talking about.walking out on public
education, and you're telling every child you've left
behind, 'Now you're on your own,' " he said.
. President Clinton's initiative Goals 2000: Educate
America Act would help states. "duplicate what
Kentucky has done and is doing," Riley said.
Under the initiative, states trying to refonn
education would get support from the foderal govern.'
inent and flexibility to use-federal money in different
ways, Riley said. Riley said KERA will give Kep·
tucky a good foundation to take. advantage of the
federal changes. "Goals 2000 is, in a way, a national
version of KERA," he said.

He
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ig:tiine changes are in store _· Just how far down on the totem
for higher education in Ken- 'pole is community ·college funding
. tucky,. and community coP . '.~in Kentucky? Consider. that in the
leges will not be iriimirii.e from the:· ~:1992.93 budget"year;· the communirefonris; The most obvious place to ·' ty college sy13teni received less
start,the process is in the area of
"'"than 11 percent of the state's $650·
funding, where community colleges million higher education appropriacontinue t:6 be treated as something · tion, clespite having more than a
of stepchild despite being the
.. third of the state's undergraduate
entry poirit tO" college for an inenrollment. :,.''.''.. :
·
creasing number of Kentuckians.
As Kentucky·moves forward in
The most obvious result of that
preparing its residents for the detreatment - fewer students - hit
mands of 21st-century economics,
close to home this fall when Ow-·
.it needs more community college
i ensboro Community College. saw
students,. not less: And it needs
1
its enrollment drop 8 percent from
better community colleges, not
i last year. That's a significant·de- · worse. Neither can happen without
· dine, second. only to Hopkinsville
mer~ dq\lars, an~ that fact needs to
Community College's 11 .percent
be high m the mmds of the people
drop, ancl it was.accompanied by
c~ged with reforming Kentucky's
decreases at community colleges in higher education system.
Ashland, Henderson, Elizabeth--(Owensboro)
town and Louisville.
Mes_senger-Inquirer
~
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a

111t: ud11y 111ut:vt:riut:rni Asnrana,
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Professor encourages teachers to ,improve
i'FaCulty

h andb00k .authOr 1S
. COiuerence
..,.~
keynote speaker
.

I ' ASHLAND - In the 1960s
:community colleges were
.being established in the Unit:ed States at the rate of one a
:week.
: students who had never en:tertained the thought of going
;to college were flooding the
,hallways, and the colleges
:were busy recruiting faculty
:and planning new programs.
: . Along the way educators es:tablished some cow paths.
; It's time to get off those cQw
:Paths if colleges are to m¢et
; the "dramatically different re;quirements" of the 21st cen! tury, says the author of t.'1e
:book. "Classroom Assessment

how well students are learning
. The answer,. she said, is
)Vhat_.t),!e'teac)tei- ~,i;fylng to:· jblassrooin.seU--assessment.
: im-· l, teach.
:· . .,s,tµ~ei:it~,
·
"One of the
for the
Techniques: A Handbook for the need for college teachers lent educations for \Jteir
'/W,e, ~tio"'. /that
." POP,~laritY._
of, 1.-easons
~i'assroom
as1
Faculty."
to pursue not just the right an- dergraduates:
.
'· ~lio ai-'~ #t1yely lnvoived ih
sessmen~• ,wl0 co~g~ teach1
The book - along with sev- I. swers on tests but excellence
►Hold high expec~tiomlcfor
·,.,.in~ract,'.'g w1th,µte,~ontent of ers,,I th~,.1s !_hat 1t 1s acreeral others dealing with ways in undergraduate education.
student performarice. ,
,.,., , ;1;· µie, les~~n. I,e~. ~t~el- than , atlve activity, du-ected and_apto improve Instruction in the
"Today, only a couple of de- : ,
active student 1., ~h,id~nts w~o..slil! th !~sson 11\l plie!l ,bY t~achers to satisfy
1 apa~: µie1r,,own •mt_eµectuaI ~~osclassroom - was written by cades later, everything has ;';involve~eritinlearnijtg.,\.'ir,, 1,; .some/h_ini: '9ut_ther~:;
Dr. K. .Patricia Cross, profes- changed," Cross said. "We · .
Provide useful assessment . /l'oln thems~lves, she said.
1t~ . about their wor,k, she
sor at the ·University of Cali- have suddenly gone from the and feedback.
: '·
: · ,' •1•: "The 'joy and deepest satls- said.
fornia·at Ber,keley.and a !~l~1ii':igetto 1\1~bras~ age"The most etre'ctive assess-'":!'actionsofteachlngcomefrom
Th~ coiifii'rence, which
· former teacher. at Harvard ta
h~
d?~!1
rds . inent for teachers: is self- ''i mvoly!!ment,- frotn actively , began Friday afternoon and
University.
c s, w ic .e ic !onary e-_,."''°asses ment" c '
'd "It
creatmg, a. style, .or. even a ,•,·.concluded-today, also featured·
rmesImportant
as the d1scuss1on
'
ross
:fleeting m'oment
cjf com' · by Dr.. Midiae(
She was the keynote speaker ally
matters. of· re--~._,. must sbe Initiated
and,sa!,
d~ected . 11miiit!catlori;
•:tliat rilhkes
the . presentatforis
-Friday at a Teaching-Learning I'
,
by teachers who are ser1ously,,,,.. li' . . .... , ,,_ •. ,. .
Nichols, staff psychologist at:
Conference sponsor.ed by the L "If the decade of the '60s
interested In knowing how · .' , c ,~nectl~n w1en learners."
Eastern State Hospital in Lex.;
University of Kent4cky and _":was the era of the heart,. the_ well they are·· doing ;and how . 1·· Croifsaid 1 bigge~f ques- 'lngton, ~d- bt-. Roger Pan-:
Ashland Community College. ' deca<!e of the '90s is clearly . they can do better." . i · · 1• ,I{ 1Hcnf libw ,to get aiid keep · ' kratz, associate . dean in the
About 200 educators turned,; the era of, the head."
She also detailed techniques'(• teachers creatively .involved~ .. :.; College of. lj!ducation and ,Beout at the Ashland Plaza Hotel , Sh~ said colleges must do that will give teachers of.any,.,._.the!r: teaching; ev,en, afteri1 •;n11vloral Sc1e11ce~,,at Western:
to hear Cross expound upon · three things to provide excel- subject immediate feedback on , ,Nnany years in the trenches.'(,, ~entllcky1 University.
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JCC president· suggests alternatives
ito putting·school under U of Lcontrol
By LESLIE SCANLON .
Staff Writer
The best way to improve cooperation and ease student transfers from
Jefferson Community College to the
University of Louisville would be to
develop a common course-numbering system and core· curriculum,
JCC's president, Raymond Horvath,
.said yesterday.
Horvath was responding during a
meeting of faculty and staff to a
suggestion from state ~n. Gerald
Neal that JCC should be moved
from under the University of Kentucky and be put under .U of L Neal
made the suggestion earlier this
week in a letter to James Miller,
chairman of the. Higher Education
Review Commission.
.
In the letter, Neal said he is interested in the idea because he fears
that if stricter · entrance requirements are imposed at the state's
universities, more African Americans will have to start out at JCC
instead of at U of L as freshmen,
and will need to transfer,

In an interview after yesterday's
meeting, Horvath . said, "! don't
know" whether Neal's proposal will
be pursued further. "My hope is the
issue will be put to rest."
Horvath said the idea of putting
U of L in charge of JCC has been
brought up five times in the 18 years
he's been at the college. He said he
convened yesterday's meeting,
which about 75 people attended, because he's been flooded with questions about Neal's suggestion.
Most who spoke yesterday
seemed to oppose the cnange. They
cited their desire to remain in the
statewide community-college system where some faculty members
already have tenure, and they spoke
of what Horvath called fundamental
differences in mission between JCC
and U ofL.
Only about .40 percent of' JCC's
students transfer to a four-year· institution, Horvath said. Ano_ther 40
percent are in shorter career-preparation programs, and about 20 percent are undecided about their
plans. · With• its relatively small

classes and low tuition, JCC serves
many non-traditional students who
might not flourish in a college
geared more toward graduate or
professional programs, he said.
"Why is U of L always constantly
trying to swallow up this campus?"
one staff member asked Horvath.
"I'm flattered, and I think you
folks ought to be flattered too,"
Horvath replied. "Obviously the assets are here," including about
12,000 students and valuable down. town real estate.
Horvath predicted there will be
"some bloody battles" ahead as the.
commission considers which
schools ought to offer which programs, and he hinted that control of
JCC has been used as a bargaining
chip in the past.
·
UK President Charles Wethington
has said he strongly opposes giving
U of L control over JCC.
If U of L won control of JCC's students, it could argue "how can we
be No. 2 in the state if we have
more students than UK?" Horvath
said•
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UK reaches fund-raising goal for library

'

.

Chief Operating Officer Paul Chellgren; a UK alumnus and trustee.
- Charles Wethington announced
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The Uni~er- his hopes for .a new library shortly
sity of Kentucky's pep band trum- after becoming UK president in
peted the news yesterday that the September 1991. One month later,
school has reached its private fund- the private fund-raising campaign
raising goal to build a $58 million. began with a $5 million gift from
library.
· .Lexington
businessman
W. T.
The band played the fight song at .Young.
a, luncheon for· UK's development
Yesterday Wethington said some
council ·and turned over placards.- thought the $20 million goal "was
Vanna White-style - to reveal the unreal at the time."
total of $20,360,372 raised. A gift
"In my mind it was only a quesfrom the Ashland Oil Foundation lion of time," he said.
.·
put UK over the. $20 .million goal.
"The University of Kentucky has
Fund raising. will continue, but
had a special place in Ashland Oil's- with less emphasis from UK, Wethheart and pocketbook for many ington said.
years," said Ashland President and
He said $8 million. of the money

By GREGORY A HAll.
Special Writer

raised will go to an endowment to
buy books and the rest toward lessening the bond money needed from
the state.
The next goal is to obtain approval for the $46 million bond issue
from Gov. Brereton Jones and the
1994 General Assembly, he said.
"! feel very good about our
chances for support," Wethington
said. ''Gov; Jones committed to us
two years ago to make this a part of
his budget request, and I think
we've got good support among our
General Assembly members."
UK hopes to start building the
five-story library next year on a 30acre site in the Clifton Circle ariia of
campus. Completion is expected in
two years.
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Post-tenure -r~view would be good for UK
'

BY MICHAEL T. NIEIZEL

ecently, the Herald-Leader reported on a proposal by Richard Edwards, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences at'the University of Kentucky, to institute a post-tenure review
plan on a trial basis at UK.
These stories highlighted several objections by faculty and may have left the
incorrect impression -that most UK faculty
object to Edwards' plan. I believe most UK
faculty do and should support this plan. ·
Tenured faculty have been granted
contracts that guarantee continued employment that typically lasts a lifetime.
Generally, tenure is granted after 'the first
six years of employment if a faculty
member's teaching, research and public
service have been judged worthy by his or
her peers.
I am the chairman of psychology, one
of the larger departments in Arts and
Sciences. I have discussed the proposed
post-tenure review with faculty for several
months. Of the 25 faculty members in
psychology, not a one has voiced an
objection to me privately or in public
forums about a post-tenure review.
In fact, most faculty have expressed
strong approval of the plan. l know this
consensus exists in other departments as ·
well. Faculty support the plan for 'four
very good reasons.
First, a first-rate public university deserves this sort of review. Post-tenure
review, already a reality at several other

R

;

• I

•

·universities, is basically a procedure for
seriously. Its target is what is sometimes
identifying those tenured faculty who
called "disengaged faculty," a decorous
have documentable, chronic deficiencies in
term for someone who frequently does hot
their teaching and research.
come to work.
The deficiencies at issue here are not,
These disengaged faculty convey a.
mere matters of taste; they almost always.
false, but dangerous, image to J:he public
involve severe and persistent neglect of
of an overpaid; underworked class of acaresponsibilities ,- that rare faculty memdemic elitists. Every profession is tainted
ber. who routinely cancels classes or disby a small number of problem-performers
misses them 20 minutes early, fails to
- the corrupt cop, the dishonest ,lawyer;
meet with students and has not written a _. the incompetent physicia_n ..,,- and eyery
scholarly article, even for an '.'itsy-bitsy''.
, profession is obligated to solve its own
journal, in years. Once these deficiencies .
version of the pio~lem. . _
,
have been confirmed by a group of faculty
Academia is ho exception. It must ..
peers, ihe faculty member is expected to
clean up its own house or- ris\< having it
participate in a plan to improve performransacked by people who_ do not cherisli
ance and rejuvenate his or her career.
, . high-quality education. ' ·
.
Third, post-tenure review1s fair. The
The plan emphasizes ways to revive a
career that has eroded and has often left : merits of a case are judged by faculty
peers. Multiple appeals are granted. !)Ile
the faculty member embarrassed about
the obvious decline in his or her former r process.is provided all along the way.
reputation. Should the faculty member ·
Most important, the. thrust of the plan is to
help a faculty inember restore academic
refuse to participate in the plan or fail to
vitality.
follow through, he or she would be subject
to being fired.
'
This goal should be embraced, not
·
Secorid,. post-tenure teview promotes · dreaded. Post-tenure review is mucli inore
the integrity-of the professoriate. The vast' positive in its assumptions and purposj!
majority of faculty at UK and other uni- ' · than our current system, in which we
versities work 50 to 60 hours a week,
·
privately condem11 uninvolved.faculty .
stretched actoss their evenings and week- · mell\bers at the same time we.publicly:act
like they are. not among us.
''.
ends. They work hard because they love
what they do and because they :would be
Fourth, the plan does iiot tlireaten
bored without it They deserve society's
academic freedom. This red heiring needs
. esteem.
to be ptit away for good.
' Post-tenure r~vie\v is aimed at that
Academic freedom should never be
used to cloak incompetence or indiffervery small percentage of faculty who, for
ence. Academic freedom is too vital to be
different reasons, no longer take their job

trivialized by applying it to persons who
shirk basic academic duties. Deans and
chairperson_s chairmen are faculty, too,
and they ruive a high stake in protecting
academic freedom.
if any faculty members be!i~ve this
proposed review is a sneak attack on
tenure, initiated because their views are
unpopular or \00 controversial, they.
should have no trouble pointing to the
classes and debates in which they have
aired the controversial views, the' students
whose thinking they have challenged with
these ideas; and the manuscripts they
have published or. prepared that elaborate
the merits of the ideas.
Faced witli such evidence,.administrators would never proceed with a posttenure review; if they did, tHey would
surely lose the case.
. Apparently, a _few faculty members
have objected to this plan because it is
"punitive." If a faculty member continues
to neglect basic duties over several years,
ignores feedback aliout the heed to improve, and rejects a plan for rehabilitation,
· why should that person ~ot be punished?
To suggest that university faculty .
· should be exempted from the same contin• gencies that:iill- other working adults face
. is to pi-eFend
oortstifute an aristocracy.
, This'is li pretcmse'Jaculfy should disavow
througH every
available.
Mu:liaei·T. Nie'tz'el "is!thairman of the
psychqkJgy departineni, ai the University of

we
means

Keµtucky.
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UK college says it's making
progress in education reform
BY ERNEST JASMIN

MOREHEAD. KY i\0351-1689

When the competency of education graduates was rated according.
A report just released by the to 20 key areas of tel\ching by
University of Kentucky College of principals, resource teachers and
Education says the school is mak- teacher-educators, no graduate
scored lower than 90 percent, the
ing strides in education reform.
At a board of trustees. meeting report said. Also, 96 percent of
yesterday, University officials em- students in · the college pass the
phasized· the influence of the 1990 National Teacher Examination.
In addition, 75 percent of the
Kentucky Education Reform Act.·
doctoral
students in educational ad"Perhaps the most profound effect of the Kentucky Education ministration in the state attend UK,
Reform Act has been on the college the report said.
College of Education Dean J.
of edilca,tion - particularly on the
training of teachers," said, Lexing- John Harris said UK uses more
ton campus.Chancellor ·Robert He- scrutiny when assessfr1g student
preparation.
menway.' ·
.''Education students will -be
The i:eport said 'the college is
responding to KERA in three ways: · judged according to what they
■ Emphasizing stricter require- . know and are able to do rather than
GPA," he said;
ments for, teacher competency;
Seventy percent. of students'
■ Concentrating on increasing
the number of minority teachers in coursework in their major deals
Kentucky.
with their specific area of study so
UK is producing "teachers who
■ Streamlining access to teachknow their · subjects extremely
er certification.
Students in the college of educa-· well," Harris said.
The university has also contion are increasingly well ·prepared
to teach in .classrooms because of ducted more than -1,000 professionthe university's efforts, the report al-development workshops in the
last three years, the report said.
said.
-
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Group examines
~acher training

HERAll).l.EADER STAFF WRITER

BY LUCY MAY
HERAll).lEADER Eo\JCATI0N WRITER

· FRANKFORT - A task force formed to revolutionize how colleges train teachers has at least two
big hurdles to jump in making its' plan a reality:
tenure and_ merit pay; · ·
•
The plan includes a _new way for teachers to be
certified that could also be used in the future. for
determining tenure. It also includes a proposal to pay
~chers based on performance instead of rewarding
seniority and level of education.
The Governor'.s"Task Force on Teacher Preparatim1 discussed those issues
- · ·.
at ~ during a meeting I"''·-· ";, · . · ·
yesterday, and task for~• I· you go, .. -:;' ,..
members said they expect , -'
- :..
comments at a public hear-. •A public hearing to dis-·
ing to center on those is- cuss the plans of tlie
sues, too.
Governor's Task Force
Juanita Britt, a member o~ Teacher Preparation_
will be held from 5 p.m.
of the ~sk fo~ce and . a to s p,m. Nov. 4 In
·
teacher m Bowlmg· Green, · Room 149 of the Capisaid the words ''merit pay" tol Annex In Frankfort.
will be enough to make - - - • ·- - - many teachers dislike the
,task force's recommendations.
. Teachers have fought merit pay in Kentucky in
the past, arguing that qetermining teacher performance is too subj~ive and would beoome political. To
fight those perceptions, Britt said the task force
would have to come up with clear, specific measures
to be used to judge teachers.
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana, said there will be
. some subjectivity in evaluating teachers, but there is
subjectivity in evaluating other professionals too. ·
. "Teachers are professionals,. they want to be
treated like professionals, it's time they act like
prof!)SSionals," said Ford, chairman of the Senate
Education Committee.

qertlflcatlon

a

prop·osal · .

, Under plan to revolutionize teacher ~ - :
irig- in Kentucky, new 'teachers,· experienced.
teachers, tea?1ers ·rr<?ffi _o~er Sta~- and ·peopl~ .who·have worked outside schools but want to ·
becmne _teachers would be1 certified through
Kentuc!cy Education Professional Assessment

Centers. .

J
;
·., ..
. . Teachers would be ~ -ir\ thr~ ways:
·• ■ Content exams. Paper and;pencil tests to
show whether the educators. know the material
they team' :.
' '.'.- . ·; ,P_-.. , '.'
. ■ Longituc!inal portfolios. ~tory of expenence and examples of '\Vork, sucli as lesson .
plans, videotapes of. teaching 'techniques and
examples ·of their students' work.
■ Videotapes. Showing how teacher works
with students at nearby schools that work with
the assessment centers.
Panels of educators would assemble and
judge the results.
l.JJcy

MAY

j

Tlle'DailyJndel)endent, Ashland;_Ken~ucky,

•

· ~-..r

,!it .. ·\~

.
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Coming budget --w1ll· be lean
ensure· the state puts more
money into a bt~dget reserve,
especially if there is an effort
,
,
to sell bonds to finance some
Tij.e General ·•Fund· is. preexpensive
construction
•dieted :to tak~ in $4,953;967,000
projects,
such
as the convenin the 1995' fiscal year and
tion
center
expansion
in Lou· $5,195,693,000 in 1996. The Gen·
isville ·and · aw central u,
eral Fund is supposed to take
brary for tr. , University of
in $4,608,478,000 this fiscal
Kentucky.
·
year, which ends June 30,
1994.
The current budget has a reBut on the other side of the serve of about $110 million by
the end of. this year .
,balance sheet, the state exState tlgencies must ·submit
pects . to spend $90 million
more this year than it takes in their budget re11uests in mid'
November .. Gov. Brereton
in tax receipts.
And Long said he expects Jones must offer his budget
the state will have to pay back ideas by the ioth day of the
taxes to federal government · legislative session in January:
pensioners, who won a lawsuit
The revenue predictions will
that they were being unfairly be revised in January and the
taxed. He said the state could General Assembly will use
lose another suit about taxing them to make the state's
private pensions.
spending plan for July 1, 1994,
Long said he also wants to to June 30, 1996.

Gef,ieral Fund· growthr '.Ofrr.1::1.·5·%. predicted

is ,·•>· ,;,._ ;,. ,' ....· ,'. •.''j · going to·be there,'.'.,,. <"'F:· ': '.'.
1f'::ai;,.A~~~,-"~~E~;~ .·; ·. ~jl 'e~fii1fates .a.r;e for,i"G'e!lst'
H11,r~r'~;tD ,!ci,"E~S .,
)I ·eral·"Fulld growth, of 7.fi per,,
1\

,

'

'

•''1

·

,

l,

·
·
·
FRANKFORT - The coming
sta.U!fbndget ,will ,be leaner ·
thim ,revtinu'\i\projectitins for .
the two-year'cycle might indicate-,:, according to a leading
legislator; •,:. · :.
. .;, ljtouse aAppi:opriations and
~exen,1.w _Chairman Marshall
-Li:ing, 01~helbyville, said critical, spending, issues will eat 'up
a-,.chunk of whatever new
mcihey the state can expect to
have.:,. • •
, !11think we'.re doing better,"
Long said Monday. "But for agenc\es.to think there's going
to be a lot more money to
,spend,,out there, it just isn't

cent in the 1995 · fiscal year
that runs ., from July 1994 to
June 1995.:•Tpe ~allowing year,
revenues are expected to grow
4.9 percent.
.
But the numbers are skewed
somewhat because they' l!l'e
based on the assumption the
state will be able to pay tax• refunds on time, something that
it h_as· been unable to do the
past two years and will cost
about $102 million.
·
Long said he figures the
state will have about $200,million more to spend each year
in the coming budget, "That's
not spectacular money if you
ask me," he said;

f
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Open· Records Law covers electronic
information, attorney general rules
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. - State agencies that store information in com. puters cannot cite that fact to avoid
the responsibilities of the Kentucky
Open Records Law, the attorney
general's office said yesterday, .
Assistant Attorne:s, General.Amye
Majors said the increase in electronic storage of information makes it
logical to include such record-keeping in the sunshine law.
, The opinion, which carries the
force of law, is on a delicate openrecords issue. There is a potentially
conflicting statute that deals with
electronic data bases.
In the case that prompted the
opinion, Becky J. Harten, a paralegal with the Department of Public
Advocacy, asked the Personnel Department for the employers and salaries of all paralegals in state government.
The Personnel · Department de_nied the request because it said it
would have to create a computer
program to furnish the information
in the form requested by Hartell
and still remove things covered by
privacy exceptiO!)S, such as Social

.

Security 'numbers. '
'
.
Majors said neither the Open Records Law nor the Public Access to
Governmental Databases Act requires public agencies to create records to satisfy a request for information. But Majors said the records
sought by Harten were available
from the department, though not in•
the exact form she requested.
"Taken to its logical conclusion,
the department's argument would
mean that any records, which are
electronically stored and which contain both exempt and non-exempt
information, are forever exempt
from public inspection," Majors
said. "Given the growing movement
toward automated record-keeping,
we do not ·believe the General As,..
sembly could have intended such an·
absurd result."
· Majors said the department must
release the information electronically or on paper.
In another decision released this
week, the attorney general's office
said agencies may only invoke the
Open Meetings Law exception for
discussion of litigation. in specific
situations.
The board of directors of the Louisville Firefighters Pension Fund
.

.

had gone into closed session to talkc
about a la~suit filed• against tht:
Louisville Policeman's Retiremeri~
Fund. The directors thought the suit
could affect them.
·
;·
Assistant Attorney General Thom~
as Emerson said that wa~n•t good"
enough. · ·
.
"We .emphasize that the closed'·
session must be conducted for the
stated purpose of discussing the.
agency's current litigation situa::,
tion," Emerson said. "If the agency
goes into closed session solely tg;
discuss litigation to Y{hich the agen-·
cy is not a party, then the agency is
in violation of the Open Meetings'.
Law, even if the agency has been'i
sued or threatened with litigation.'!,i
In another opinion, the attorney,.
general's office said county govern-'
ments may not cremate unclaime\i;
bodies as-an alternative to burial. ·, t
The Boone County attorney's of-~
fice posed the question as a way to,
save money. State law requires-!
county governments to pay for the
burial of people whose ·bodies are
not claimed by relatives,.
..,
State law provides no alternative :i
to burial, the attorney general's of- ! ·
fice said.
·
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Head ·Start, Eastern teaming up
to roll· out ·mobile learning lab
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT
nical training for area industries.
A ·mobile learning laboratory soon will ..
"We're ·delighted to be a part of this
begin educational programs .in remote areas
unique
partnership and believe this ·can
in a partnership· between Eastern Kentucky
University and Kentucky River Foothills serve as a model for other states," said Lucie
Nelson, director of EKUt special programs.
Head Start. •
"The opportunities are unlimited.''
The $149,000 project is largely financed
·
·
I
by a federal grant that paid for the mobile·
Kentucky River Foothills Head Start will
unit and the computer hardware that in- use the lab to train other Head Start
eludes eight networked IBM computers. ij:KU . personnel across the state and for other uses.
will help find outside financing for the
"The laboratory will enable us to im~ucational software.
prove services to children and their families,"
EKU will use the 32-foot mobile lab for said Phillis Adams, director of Kentucky
literacy programs, teacher training and tech- River Foothills Head Start.

'

.
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WKU regents vote to spend $1.5 million
BOWLING GREEN,'Ky. - The Western Kentucky University regents voted yesterday to use $1.5 million for a series of one-time
expenditures, including $525,000 to replace· air ,conditioners in.
three residence halls. Among the other projects were $l00 000 for
academic-instruction equipment and $193,000 for faculty comput- .
ers. President Thomas Mer~dith said the extra funds came from
surplus money because of higher-than;expected .enrollment and
thrift. .
~•

.

•

.
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■ OWENSBORO

Kentucky Wesleyan receives grant: Kentucky Wesleyan College will receive a $140,000
, grant from the Christian A. Johnson Endeavor
Foundation of New York. ·
The grant, which will be distributed iri installments of $35,000 for the next four years, will be
used to support the introduction of a new series
of lectures and symposia dealing with leadership
as part of the Leadership KWC Plan,
The first event to use the funds will be
Wesleyan's "Leadership Teach In" on Nov. 9.

♦
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Tenure review needs more carrot,. less stick
mid-life crisis; and so on.
Is it best to publicly brand these
n Oct 17 article by a University of
people as "potentially deficient'' and chalKentucky administrator ("Postlenge them to prove otherwise? Or are
tenure review would be good for
there ways that would bring ·more producUK") provided a lawyer-like case for a
tivity through less embarrassment?
proposal currently under cons_id_eration by
What are the costs to the university, to
UK's College of Arts and Sciences.
the accused faculty member, to her or his
Michael Nietzel, chairman of UK's psycolleagues, of such a process? And is the
chology department, did a· disservice to
plan, which is driven partly by new reguUK and painted an untrue picture of those
lations that.prevent the university from
faculty who see significant problems with
retiring faculty at age 70, going to solve a
the post-tenure review proposal.
r~ or imagined problem: gray-bearded
The article maligns those who oppose
old goats, doing nothing, drawing- fat.
this proposal by confusing means and
salaries.'
.
ends. Those of us who opposed the previThe intent of the proposed plan is not,
ous drafts, -and those who are still making · in my view, to threaten academic freedom.
up· their minds about the current proposal
But it has the potential to lead directly to
- a group in which I count myself subsequent plans Iha~ in the hands of
agree with the goals of rehabilitating,
some administrators, would pose such a
when possible, those faculty who have
threat The proposed plan is a little like
become disengaged. We also agree with
asking a Dutchman if you might make
sacking those who won't or can't become · just a small hole in his dike_
re-engaged. Our disagreement with Nietzel
To understand this, one need only look
is about how to do this.
·
at the original proposal for post-tenure
Is rehabilitation perhaps done best by
review at UK, introduced less than two
considering each of the cases (which Nietyears ago. It proposed that one-fifth of the
zel admits is a "very small" number)
faculty would be assumed to be potentialindividually and privately as far as possi- ly deficient, and so labeled, each two
ble? We at UK are many hundreds of
_years. With a start like that, can you
people_ Any reasonable statistical inferblame those of us who are concerned
ence suggests that some are alcoholics;
about what the future might hold if the
some are afflicted with dementia; some are
current proposal is adopted?
freeloaders; some are depressed; some feel
One disservice done by Nietzel's article
wronged and are vindictive; some are in
is the implication that the UK house needs
BY MICHAEL KENNEDY

A

••

cleaning and that we are "obligated" to
solve our ''problem." Every house is at
least a little dirty. But Nietzel estimates
that the problem involves "a very small
percentage of faculty."
I agree. But in his public "boosteristic''
support of post-tenure review, Nietzel
magnifies the problem and invites the
ransacking of academe that he doubtlessly
wants to prevent
The other principle disservice is that
the article fails to mention that professors
are already evaluated and reviewed more
than any other professional group. For·
reasons of space, I won't enumerate the
ways in which we spend time evaluating
each other and being evaluated by administrators and students; but they are substantial.
Frankly, if the post-tenure review proposal had a little more "carrot'' (help for
the disengaged faculty member) and a ·
little less "stick" (public humiliation) and if plans to apply it ex post facto were
dropped - I would support it However,
there is a much more cost-effective way to
improve morale, and hence performance,
and to significantly reduce the number of
slackers.
A short, pop quiz will illustrate_ "Item
(4) is missing from the following list
What is it? (1) Students rate faculty (with
teaching evaluations which influence the
faculty member's salary); (2) Faculty evaluate students (with grades in classes); and

(3) Administrators gauge the merit of
faculty."
The post-tenure review proposal has
-been through three drafts in many
months,' and I agree it-is time to make a
decision. However, a proposal for evaluation, by faculty, of chairmen and deans has
been through nuinerous drafts over many
years. Such a policy is close to completion,
but it still isn't here.
Would chairmen. operate differently if
they knew that, each year, their faculties ·
would be asked, for example: "Does the
.head of your academic unit seem to take
an interest in your work, your productivity, your- well-being, your concerns? Has
your administrator sought to discuss with
you, on a face-to-face basis, your activities,
. accomplishments (or lack thereof) and
plans?"
Wouldn't the addition of this different
sort of review, directed toward administrators rather than at faculty, lead to en'
hanced productivity of both administrator
and teacher? Wouldn't deadwood be discovered among both groups?
. May we now look carefully at the
-larger picture of productivity at UK?

Michael Kennedy is an associate professor at the University of Kentucky who
teaches computing to geographers. He is a
former president of the UK chapter of the
American Association of University Professors.
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Students plan.to protest
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If a new tuition-setting policy
~utfi1etr& co
'ana'ottret.siucf'· ,fiinaec1'act1v1t1
prevails, most Kentucky students at
~
state-supported universities and
9
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(~1~·, ~~!{~d.:;
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community colleges will be paying
increases next year ranging from holding rallies, sit-ins or other dem- """'=====,-==
$40 to $110 a semester.
onstrations on their campuses Nov.
The· Comicil on Higher Educa3,. said Lance Dowdy, chainnan of
tion yesterday released proposed
the board.
tuition figures, saying the increases
The student leaders decided on
are among several options the councampus rallies instead· of a statecil will consider next montli when it
wide protest in Frankfort because a
sets tuition ral\'S.
d~nstration there last year drew \y
$ ,
$1,040
1 360
11 88
Already, stu- The proposed
only_!i(JO. people,· Dowdy said. _ \~9=-=l---'==+-'--'=+-"-'-'="-+..,.2:"'-"''-+-'f="'7+'~:=-:l
They -will oppose the tuition· · 1989-90 $1,380 1.5% $1;060
dent leaders at . Increases are
increase, iii- part ,because a state <J1990-91 $1,500 8.7% $1",180
the eight stateone of
supported unicommittee thaf is-reviewing higher :]1991.-92 $1,620
8%
$1,300
versities
are
several
education, has not completed its .(\'11992-93 $1,680 3.7% $1,340
3.1%
2.9%
pJanning. w ay S options the
work, he said:·Part·of that panel's ;,]1993-94 $1,960 16.7% $1,500 11.9%
20°-'>
-to protest the. Council on:.
task
is.to
find
programs
to
cut
that
,
·)·t:~_
:;,;,_
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proposed · hefty ·
Higher
duplicate one another and_ to reas-· Soul\"': ij:en'1!cky,Co"¥11 on, l;\\9fJ8 .E~,i;r~r,•i:t•,l:1J'#ll~~,;;,~-hfi' 1111!
sess state funding.
increase. . .
Ed_u_catlon
Gary Cox, ex- will consider
"How do we know how much
· University presii;!ents and counecutive director
Nov. 8•
money we are going to need until
cil members had warned last year,
of __ the council,
they finish their work?" Dowdy
that students could expect to see,
said the proasked.
higher rates this year, but they said·
posed increases
•
If tuition must be raised, he
the new policy would mean graduaf
are one of several options the coun- said, "we want to see the money
increases each year rather than,
cil will. consider Nov. 8.
· used to improve quality" instead of
l_arger increases every two years. "
The amounts .represent what making up for cutbacks in state
If the council approves the :,e·
tuition ·would be if a new tuition- support.
rates, UK and lfo;_- rersity of Louissetting policy is applied automatiMore tuition dollars could imville students would pay the largest
cally.
. prove quality if they are used to
dollar increases - $11G a semester
· Under the policy approved last raise faculty salaries and improve
for in-!jlate undergraduate students.
year, the council cap set tuition advising, career counseling and oth. · rates each year instead of every two er student services, he said.
· Students at 13 community colyears.
leges
would be paying 14.3 percent
Higher
education
has
undergone
__ As in the past,__increases were
more
or ·an extra $60 a semester.
several
cutbacks
in
state
funding
figured -by using tuition rates at
Tuition
at
Lexington Community
during
the
last
three
year,[
because
comparable institutions in neighCollege, the state's most expensive
of
shortfalls
in
state
revenue.
boring states. Those rates ha".e
community college, would again
increased. The formula also- takes
Gov. · Brereton -Jones recently
remain -frozen at .$810
a- semester.
.
into account Kentuckians' per-capi• promised state university presita personal income, which also went dents that their budgets would not
' Studeni;., ·at•. the six regionai
up, Cox said.
be cut further in 1993-94, beyond
universities would· see the· smallest
Cox said he could not yet dis- the 2 percent they previously had
increase: In-stite undergraduate tucuss the council's other options been asked to give up.
ition_ would ~by $40 a semester,
except to say they include leaving
or 5.3 percent,
Jones warned; however, that
tuition at existing rates or putting a
Kentucky's
budget
picture
is
unlikeTuition for out-of-state underlid on tuition levels.
ly
to
improve
soon
and
'appointed
graduates
would also go up. They
The proposed rates are being
would pay· roughly three times the
released before the council's Nov. 8 the 26-member committee to make
new in-state rates.
meeting because of student inqui- long-range plans for higher education in light of reduced finances.
ries, Cox said. "There is a good deal
Tuition for graduate students
of · student interest this time
Regardless· of those developand those in Kentucky's professionaround."
ments, the move to increase tuition
al schools will also be increasing,
- ~the council said.
The board of student body pres· was not unexpected.
idents met last weekend to discuss
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Prospect
I_of ·higher _
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~ students
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By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
~ Staff Writer

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. More repairs are needed at a new
Northern Kentucky University_dor-.
mitory complex that was a center of
controversy during former Gov.
Wallace WJ.l.kinson's administration.
But university officials said Monday that the structural problems
pose no risk to students.
An engineering report in September questioned the workmanship in
earlier efforts to correct the problems.
The trouble became evident after
students first moved in last fall
Residents of Willow Hall complained that they couldn't lock their
doors, and at times had to pull
doors up to align the lock with the
hole in ·the door frame.
.
The doors wouldn't close because
the support under the floor had
sagged, causing the floor to shift.
Last sum.mer, more beams were installed to add support. Shims were
wedged between the beams and the
concrete pillars to raise the floor as
much as a quarter of an inch.
Work also had to be done on two
other buildings in the complex Oak Hall and Sycamore Hall. Those
dorms house 234 students.
Pulliam Investment Co. of South
Carolina began building the dorms
in 1992 after settlement of a controversy over the $10 million contract,
which {he state originally awarded
to Graves-Turner Developments Inc.
of Lexington.
Pulliam contended that GravesTurner was successful because of
political influence. Published reports revealed that people associated with Graves-Turner and its subcontractors had donated $58,000 to

i!:-

-

Laurie Sturgeon isn't one of the
highly paid ama.teurs often thought
to fill the ranks of college sports,
although she does P1:8Y. soccer for
the University of Louisville.
.
~
Her $4 000 partial scholarship
this year 'and some financial help
from her boyfriend are all she has
for school and living expenses.
~ Sturgeon, 18, has about· $3 left i;'1
1- her meal plan for the year and is
seeking a loan to get by.
"I won't be able to go to school
here if tuition goes up," she ~d. .
But it probably will. Calculations
used by the Kentucky Cou~~ on
Higher Education to set tuition at
public universities and colleges
show an increase of 11.2 percent, o_r
$220 a year, for U of L and the Uru•
versity of Kentucky; 5.3 ~rcent, o_r
$80 a year, at the six regional uru•
versities· and 14.3 percent, $120 a
year, at 'community colleges.
Those increases follow large ones
last year when undergraduate tu•
ition for' Kentucky residents rose
15.4 percent at U of L and UK.
Student-body presidents across
Kentucky are planning demonstra•
tions at their schools Wednesday.
The higher-education ~ouncil
compares tuition at_schools m sur•
rounding states with those here,
and it compares income levels
among states.
Although state law ~u~ t~e
council to consider the situation m
surrounding states, the _a gen~ ~oes
have flexibility in setting tuitions.
The schools themselves set other
fees and room-and-board charges.
Some student leaders have al•
ready started the political fight over
next fall's increases.
"We began a petition drive l~t
Friday," said Lance Dowdy, president of UK's student government.
"Within five hours we had 1,000 signatures."
..
He plans to continue the petitio_n
drive throur Wednesday, and he IS
arran~ ·
-:-s perhaps including stai~oe, leg..,...
_for a ~ o,n
the UK administranon building s
front lawn at noon.
The U of L student government
also is planning a rally against tu·
ltion Increases on the quadrangle at
the·Bellmilp Campus froQ.l 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. Wednesday. And students at
other schools also will demo~trate
against hi~er tuitions that day
Dowdy IS afraid tuition incre~
will keep some students from going
to school. And he believes recent
large tuition increases violate a sort
of partnership between state gov•
emment schools and students.
"The 'state keeps cutting ba~k,
and we're paying more," lie said.
Christy Aines, president of ~e
u of L student government, said
she's concerned about quality because of larger classes and fewer
opportunities for students to get
needed courses. There also are fewer staff employees to help students
and faculty members, and faculty
members are underpaid, Ames said.
"It seems like no good business
would charge more for less of a
product," she said.
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More repairs neede~
on once-controversial
~KU don11itory complex
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Wilkinson's political causes.
The Finance Cabinet disqualified
Graves-Turner after the company
admitted it had obtained a copy of
Pulliam's first bid before the com•
panies submitted final offers.
NKU leases the dorms from a private partnership, Northern Kentucky Dormitory Co. It was formed
by Pulliam and R Phil Roof, president of RPR Associates, which was
the general construction contractor.
The key parties all agree there is
a problem but don't agree who-is at
fault RPR contends that the fault
lies with the architect, Buddy Player, of Miller-Player and Association
in Greenville, S.C.
Player acknowledged in an interview with The Kentucky Post that
he miscalculated the load on the
support trusses beneath Willow,
Oak and Sycamore halls.
He designed a way to correct it by
adding beams and shims.
RPR contends that work was
poorly done. RPR's insurance company, Home Insurance, commissioned an inspection by an engineer
from S.EA of Columbus, Ohio.
The report, signed by structural
engineer James Nickoli, repeatedly
criticizes the shims and beams.
Roof said he is bringing the architect's error to light because he
wants the public to be aware of the
problems with the buildings. He
also is concerned about his reputation.
Player said the repair work
should be done in three weeks.
The completed project will still
have shims, but they will be arranged in a better fashion, Player
said. Shims also were part of the
original .work of the contractor, he
said.
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Football folly
McConnell should worry about Bosnia, not bowl bids
EMO TO: U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell
RE: Priorities
Yes, Senator, the coalition between major college football bowl
games and a few dominant athletic
conferences is unfair to independent colleges and universities, ·not to
mention member institutions of
lesser conferences. You may be
right in asserting that thi~ cartel
violates the Shennan Anti-Trust
Act.
If you are right, though, the
monopolistic control of which
school's fans get to party down on
New Year's Day was also in viola·
tion of the law last year. Strange,
but we don't recall you raising a
ruckus with the U.S. Justice Department then.
Of course, your alma mater, the
University of Louisville, didn't
have the kind of season in 1992

M

that would attract the attention of
t11ajor bowls even if there were no
elitist control of bowl bids. Guess
even U.S. senators never really appreciate what discrimination is until they confront it up close and
personally.
Such musings aside,•·Senator,
we're overjoyed that you are demanding quick action to right this
wrong. We know it took tremendous courage for you to tack.le this
most critical of all world issues
while the great unwashed masses,
who know so little about proper
priorities, no doubt were urging
you to focus your attention on such
minor details as Bosnia, Somalia,
Haiti, health-care refonn, the North
American Free Trade Agreement,
"reinventing government," education, poverty, the economy, ethics
in government, the Brady Bill,
blah, blah, blah . ..
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Seems

likely: for ~tiff
rises in tuition
BYDomE BEAN
t1ERALD-lEADER EouCATION WRITER

If history_ is any guide, tuition increases being
proposed for Kentucky's eight state universities and
its community colleges in i994-95 will more than
likely pass.
·
·
During the 12 years that- the state Council on
Higher Education has: ·been_ using· a complicated.'
fonnula to determine tuition increases, only once for the 1984 school year - have council members
voted not to approve the maximum increase allowed,
according to council data.
.
The council will meet Nov. 8 to set tuition rates
for 1994-95. Under the fonnula, increases ranging
from $40 a.semester at regional universities to $110 a
semester at the University of Kentucky are bejng
proposed along with other options.
But Council Executive Director Gary Cox won't
say what other options will be on the table. Cox said
he wants council meinbers to have a chance to
review the options, drawn up by \he council's staff,
before he talks about them publicly.
James Miller, an Owensboro lawyer who is
chairman of the council, said yesterday that he hasn't
seen all ·the options yet ·and couldn't predict how
other council members will react to the maximum
. increases proposed this year.
· But Miller was surprised by their ·size.
"I didn't think it would be that much," he said. "I
had hoped by changing the policy, it would give us a
lot smaller increases."
Under state law, the council ·has sole authority to
-set · tuition. rates a_t Kentucky's · universities and
community colleges.
·
To make the process Jess arbitrary, the council
established its current tuition-setting policy in· 1982.
· The policy takes into account tuition increases at
. comparable schools in neighboring sll\tes and Kentuckians' ability to pay as measured by per capita
personal income.
This year, the policy changed slightly.
In the past,· tuition increases were determined
every odd-numbered year for the next two years. But
with tuition climbing in neighboring states, as· well
as nationally, the council voted to set tuition rates
each year. .
Proponents of the change said it would allow
rates to be increased gradually, rather than having
students pay large jncreases all at once.
But students might not consider· the_ change an
improvement, given the hefty tuition increases allowed this year and proposed for next year:
Tuition in neighboring states and per capita
personal income in Kentucky _have l:!oth increased,
during ~e last two years, according to council data.
Thus the 5.3 percent increase at regional universities,, the. 14.3 percent increase at community colleges and the 112 percent increase at UK and the
University of Louisville proposed for 1994-95 are
coming on _top of double-digit tuition increases
approved for 1993-94.
If the proposed increases are a]lllroved, they
would:

UPO BOX 1100
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;;:::e_to $2,1so a y~ f~

■ Put regional college tuitiqn at $1,580 a year,. ·
compared to $1,340 in 1992:93; an"increase -of 17.9'
percent
■ Raise annual tuition at communjty. colleges.
from $960 compared to $700 for. 1992-93, a 37.1'
percent increase. (The, only. exception would be·,
Lexington Community College, where. tuition would/
remain fro?.en at $810 a semester,until tuitions at the\
other community colleges catch up;)"-, .•:: .,,,.: < ·.· ·
President Charles
he was not surprised. by the size'." of the proposed
increases, which have the~ Student Governinent!Association fired up and P!aniiiiii a- studeri( raHf ·
Nov3
·
·
· . ·" ,' ·.-•:-.: ·:~
. .

UK

Wethfugto~~a~rei-&i

:

Wethington said he anticipated'a°big jump''fu•
1994-95 because of the large tuition increases being ·
approved in neighboring states.
., .,
He said he won't take a position on- the increases
until he sees the council's recommendations for the
1994-96 state appropriation to . higher education,: ·
which is also expected to be approved.:Nov. 8.
·.
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Asbury College
dedicates new
$7.2 million
sports. center
BY DomE_ BEAN .
HERALD-LE.A.DER EDUCATION WRITER

WILMORE - ·Since Asbury
College began intercollegiate basketball in 1990, the small gym in
the Doddridge Holland ~tudent Center has been so overbooked some
teams have had to schdule prac- .
tices as late as 11 p.m.
That all changed yesterday
when the college dedicated the
Luce Physical Activities Center,
which has a competition-size basketball court and no fewer than
three multipurpose .courts for basketball and other sports.
The $7.2 million sports center
is the ,centerpiece of a two-stage,
$20 million fund-raising campaign
announced by the college in 1990 on
its 100th birthday.
The center will help Asbury
round out its educational mission,
part of which is encouraging student physical well-being, said David J. Gyertson, Asbury president.
"Thi~ building allows us for the
first time in 103 years to get on

with that in a fine and aggressive
fashion," he said.
The 70,000-square-foot building
also includes an Olympic-size swimming pool, four racquetball courts,
a weight room, indoor track, offices
and classrooms.
It is named for Georgia school
bus nianufacturer George E. Luce
and his widow, Willouise B. Luce,
who have had a· long association
with Asbury College.
George Luce's grandfather
served on Asbury's board of trust·ees in the early ll)20s; his uncle was
vice president of the college. Willouise Luce's father served on the
Asbury board from 1923 to 1953.
·: the death of his father-inla,. , George Luce took his seat;
when her husband died in 1990,
Willmiise Luce became a board
member.
Many of the couple's relatives
- uncles, aunts, brothers, sisters
and their children - have been
students at ·Asbury, Willouise Luce
said. "There are enough of us that
we• could have our own alumni

association.'.'
The idea for the sports center
was conceived when George Luce
was chairman of Asbury's board of
trustees. Luce family foundations
have given more than $2 million
toward building it
George Luce was chairman of
Blue Bird Bus Body Co., a Fort
Valley, Ga., firm.

